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ALLEN . OK'S NCAA
e See Editorial, Page 4
By JEFF SMITH

News Editor

Pres. John S. 'Allen approved . USF applyin! for
- membership in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and made two other significant sports
policy changes Thursday.
.
In a statement to the Executive Committee and
Athletic Council, Allen authorized v applying for membership in the NCAA at $200
per year;
· 1" on-campus sports contests Friday afternoons
anti nights;
· 1" ·sports service awards to be split, arid giving
each sport $750 multiplied by the number in the starting line-up.
DR. RICHARD Bowers, director of Physical Education, said a two-thirds vote from NCAA teams in

USF's district is required for membership.
The rriost significant change in University Policy
Statement No. 48 is allowing coaches to split athletic
service awards.
Allen's statement said, "The coach, with the approval of the director, may make service awards to
individuals in greater or lesser than (lverage amounts
'according to the financial need of the individual."
· IT ALSO allows funds remaining after .the granting of service awards to be used for other varsity
members or sports club promotion.
USF's former policy concerning awards had been
to limit teams to one less award than the number in
the line-up. Coaches couldn't use remaining funds,
even if they felt a player shouldn't receive the full
$750.
Allen turned down an Athletic Council request to
allow USF teams to miss three days of classes to play
games away from the campus. ·

Bad Check Costly
GOLDS~EIN

Goldstein·
To .Leave
Quarter IV
Dr. Robert Goldstein, associate professor of history, will
not be here Quarter IV and
will not teach this quarter. . '
Goldstein said ·his c;ontract
expires in .July. He' will then
join the 'History Department
of Wisconsin State University
at Stevens Point.
During ·Quarter m Goldstepi pl~~ to ,do research a~d· '
wr1te a paper;" Dr. Robert Hil--

~:~!~~~f tlie 'HiStory-

LAST SEPTEMBER Goldstein was suspended by Pres.
John Allen for "inappropriate
language." A student rally was
held on Crescent Hill in support of Goldstein.
·

Two weeks later, Goldstein
returned after a disciplinary
suspension.
Goldstein would not say last
week if. he is leaving because
of the .atmosphere of academic freedom here.

Beginning April 1, any student, staff or faculty member
who cashes a worthless check
at USF will have to pay a $5 '
fine.
The office of finance and accounting has · increased the
charge from $1 to cut down on
the increasing number of
checks returned to the l:Jniversity for insufficient funds,
said Robert' E._Richmond, director of financing and accounting.

Need Check
By Students .
Students should verify that
their names appear on the
permanent rolls :this quarter,
James Lucas, assistant registrar, said.

"We are inc~easing this fine to cut down
the swelling number of worthless checks written
by students, staff and faculty."

sity. Richmond said it 'h as
been necessary to hire a full
time secretary . to process· the
paper worl<; involved with the
bad checks. ·

This move has been apUnder Florida law, it is a
proved by the Unive!'llity Ex- .felony to pass a bad check
ecutive Committee, which has over $50 and a misdemeanor
the authority to impose or in- under $50. Both of these are
crease fines on campus.
- punishable by a fine or imIn .February 137 checks prisonment or both. The Uniwere 11eturned to the Univer- versity can take a person to

court for <these chlll'ges.
Richmond related an mcident when a student wrote a
bad check and left the University soon · after. They had no
means of contacting the student and the check was not
maci'e good. Later the University of Miami requested the
student's transcripts since he
had applied for admission, •
lacking only six hours to grad·uate. The University refused

Richmond feels the new fine
will have. more impact on students who intentionally write
a check for money they do not
have. He said that perhaps a
student will feel that he needs
$10 to get through the weekend and is expecting money
from home the next week. He
~ould rather pay $1 and have
the money immed'iately than
to wait a week. He· may think
twice if it's going to cost him
$5, Richmond said.
If these measures do not cut
down on the many bad checks
Written, stronger methods will
be · imposed, R i c h m o n d
warned.

BJue .M
. agoos
To:p,-~ -Week:--··• .-,,.__. ~

1.

Obt3.in incorrect courSe cards

Visconti ·Directs
~wke

Today

Dire'by Visconti , will. direct
" Rocco and His Brothers,"
today at 2 and 8 ·p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium. No
admission is charged. ,
Alain Delon is starring in
this Italian-English production, which won a 1960 Venice
Festival Jury Prize.
Northsiqe Bank a~d D. S.
Bentley contributed::funds for
the . production ; through the
USF FoundatiOn.

Ready For Spring Showers
Sophomore Jane Jackson of St. Petersburg
strikes a colorfuJ pose in front of her campus
home, Fontana Hall. She's one of many girls
·on campus who are shopping around for new
looks in fashion for the coming season. The

,__

~

MONDAY . IS the first presentation in CTR 252. It will
be "How to Select a Diamond."

:

Salaries May ·Rise
· New University Chancellor
Robert Mautz, appointed last
week in Tampa by the Board
of Regents, hopes to raise faculty salary ceilings and to
generally "make this university system the best in the nation."
The former vice president
for academic affairs at the
University of Florida was selected behind closed doors
over a field of at least eight
or nine candidates.
·
In a press conference at
Gainesville Wednesday, Mautz
sai!l Florida needs a salary
ceiling high enough to permit
faculty recruiting.

A free street dance Will be
Thursday, 6:30 p.m.-9 p.m., in
the pit on the west side of the
·university Center.

'.fhe annual ~ridal Series
be presented -by .the University Fashion Committee ·
four consecutive Mondays at 2
p.m. and will culminate with
a Bridal Fashion Show oh
April ZT at 7 p.m.

.

'

Spring Syndrome Weekend
will welcome students back
for Quarter IlI with events
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.

will

Oracle describes· some of those fashions in,a
series of pictures and commentary on pages
12-14 to give readers some insight into whai's
· '
ahead in contemi>orary dress.

_,__

.

Racines 'Phaedra Saturday
Shirley Cox as Phaedra and Robert Bhwkburn at Theseus open here Saturday ai 8 p.m.
The second program will be
"How to Select China, Silver
and Crystal." All programs
are free to students, staff and
faculty.
The UC Lessons Committee
/
is presenting a charm course
on six consecutive Mondays at
2. p.m. Joann Torretta, director of Joann Torretta's Finishing and Modeling School,
and her staff will present the
course. The first session will
be April 15 at 2p.m. in CTR

i; Jean )\acine's French classic, "Phaedra."
Please see story, Page 10.
·

on display will be portraits of
Presidents Lincoln and Grant
A rare group of photographs and Generals Custer and
originally taken by Mathew B. Sheridan.
Brady known as the "Civil
First place winner, in the
War Photographer," and his
duplicate bridge competition
associates will be on display
sponsored by the University
in CTR 108 Monday through
Center were Jim Warfel,
April 13.
3CBS, and Stephen Compton,
TH E COLLECTION in- 2SS. Trophies were awarded.
eludes a group of Civil War Tournaments
in
billiards
pictures w h i c h
provide and table tennis are set this
acutal wartime corrditions 1n _ quarter. Sign-ups are avail·
_the trenches, on the battle- able in the CTR Recreation
fi elds and in the camps. Also Room.
255-56. The fee is $1 at the
CTR Information Desk.

Lucas said some students
at r.egistration, which causes
their 'names to not appear on
'class rol!S. ·

Photo by Anthony ZappOile

SAYS
______MAUTZ
___ ..

-

The Blues Magoos, voted
the top group in the 1967 Cash
. Box Magazine entertainment
GOLDSTEIN, a charter mem- survey, will entertain in conber of the USF faculty, has cert on Friday at 8 p.m. in
been chairman of the History the Gymnasium. Tickets are
Department. , ·
$1.50 at the University Center
He was' appointed to the (CTR) Information Desk.
USF faculty September 1,
JEAN RACINE'S tragedy,
1960.
"Phaedra" will be P.erf'ormed
· Goldstein received a B.A. in in the Theatre Saturday at
history at the University of 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $1 for
Washington in 1952 and holds student, staff and faculty, and
a masters degree from Stan- $2 for the public.
ford University.
"The New Interns" is/ this
He also received a masters weekend's movie starring Miin education from Stanford chaeh Callan. Show times are
and a Ph.D. in history ·from
7 :30 p.m. Friday, Saturday
the University of Minnesota.
and Sunday in Fine Arts and
HumanitieS 101. Admission is
25 cents.

Quarter Rolls

!fW!&1f&.-*JicJ@!®l1trm!t1\W#.#%Jfffi%Xf!WiHM@llriWrnJa'J\~\MWrniilllifillmF~it!\:&'!lfllifi1t'ffirnt1 to send the transcripts until
the student repaid .~he check.

Their Trip · Was A Happening
By MARIO GARCIA
Managing Editor
Coming back to school after a short spring break on
the beach fs a frustrating experience to many a student.
To a group of USF vacationers returning from Miami it
was nearly a hysterical happening.
The writer of this article was among the unfortunate
travelers who expected to make it back to USF on time
for registration.
As the rest of my fellow travelers, I decided to stay
in Miami and make the best of that last sunbathing session at Miami Beach before returning to face the hardships of registration and its subsequent 11 weeks of hard
work, term papers and a third set 'Of finaj exams.
MY FIRST PLANE was scheduled .to leave Miami at
8 :15 a.m, but it was canceled because of mechanical dif'
ficulties.
I , thought I would have a chance to get on a plane

that would get me here for an 11 o'clock regi&tration appointment.
An understanding airline clerk, who seemed to be familiar with the intricacies of registration, put me on another plane. 1A few minutes after, I heard a fe~inine
voice on the loud speaker announcing that Fµght 371 had
been cancelled and for passengers to report for rescheduling.
A THIRD TJCKET, with a third seat assignment and
the third flight number and gate number to memorize,
were more than I could take on one' single day. But there
was registration and I HAD to be here.
Superstition took on. I always doubted that I would
be superstitious. But I realized I was really scared.
I disregarded my 11 o'clock appintment and decided
to take things as they came.
THE OUTCOME was futile. i finally got on a plane,
my fourth attempt, of the day and had even picked up a
few magazines and readied to enjoy the short Miami·
Tampa flight.

HE ALSO STRESSED that
a university should be a place
for freedom of speech and discussion of ideas. "I would hope
the Board of Regents would
not make decisions on specific
action at the universities, but
would set policy to be implemented by university officials."
Mautz was referring specifically to a film on North Vietnam by Felix Greene that was
banned from Florida State
University;s campus televi-· sion station.
He also said "We must 'provide the knowledge which will
attract and maintain the kind
of industries we want the
kind · that can only p;osper
when they have new knowl0

,N·ew·Hospit~t ~ ·

Adminisfrator .

edge they can covert to industry.

· Chester Ferguson, chairman
of the Board of Reg~rit:S, : said
"WITHOUT TIIIS KNOWL-. he predicts Mautz . will : surEDGE industry will dry up r-ound himself with a staff of
and move to places where they ta.lented people.
can obtain it," he empha- . The new chancellor ·said; he
sized.
plans to spend some time in
Mautz said he believes the Talahassee . familiarizing. .hfmstate is wise enough to see self with ·operation, of the-sfate
this fact and provide what is university system. He · .,will
necessary: "If I didn.'t think take over the $29,000 post .~'as
this was so, I wouldn't want soon as possible," probably
the job," he said.
April 1.

SA Applications
Due Thursday ·;.
. .r

written and no ·more · than'150 ·
By ART FINK
words in lengt,h. Pictures' of .
Staff Wrifor
With very little time to the candi<;lates will l;>e ·printed ·
apply remaining, the Student if a glossy · photograph· of l!lhe
Association (SA) has .received candidate is · submitted .. w,:ith · ·
only five or six applications the' platform.
·All college .representatiye
'fo~ the 22 .legisla~re seats
seats.
in the legislature, wiU be·
bem~- contested Ap~il ~O. ~e
dea<i'lme for apphcation JS. contested in the general election. The election will ..j:le-.O,Pen ·.,
noon Thursday:
SA Pres. Sc~tt B~rnett to all qualified candidates.
urg~s stude;~ts to. run for ~~e · · All college repre5entiitlves
vacant le~lature seats. . If ; now ill office muSt r eapply:for
.people dont run, the leg1sla- the legislature · if -they: wish to
·
ture will be controlled ·by the run for re-election.
Applications. for reP.r¢sel}taexecutive becallSe I will have
to fill the vacancies by ap- tive can be ohlain.eil from the
pointment," Barnett said.
.SA office, University' G¢nter
. -,, ''.' ,:
In order to encourage a ·211.
more vigorous election,. the
"To sit in the legisfatur;e,"
Oracle.. will · publislt toe plat- ·Barnett · asserted., ~ ""i-? : f!: ;stuform of a~y ,candidate , who . dent's chance; it<>, ! V.(!!C~/what
·will submit .his platform to the he thinks · shoul~;:·b~ ~go.iJ!g· :on
oracle . offke. before April · 3. in the, UJ).ive~!tr: .;A'r.S.!ud,ent
The platlorms
must appJ.y .•to. bE}je~ei:tei!t' :
. , • ., miist
., . .be typeir
~

A

The University CommunitY
· Hospltal Board anno.unced. the
appointment · of G. Dale Splitstone as adm'i nisfrator of the
2()()cbed · hospital now going· up
northwest of campus. ·
.. Splitstone served as adminiStrator of the Reid Me~orlal
Hospital in Richmond, Ind. ,
-?ince 1959. ·
" We feel we have selected
the finest hospital administrator we could find in the
country," . James H.
Shimberg, chaiqnan of the
hospital board said'.
Splitstone, a graduate of co:
lumbia , University; .will . <issume his post .April 1. The
six-story hospital is scheduled
to -open within 90 ·days;

-
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· <\ction Line 619 is .your key to a.Ction· and ..inforn1a,tion. Anyone with a request for something· to ·be 'done
is in'v'fted to' call ext. 619 and ask foi· Action"Efu.~. - A
mem~er o~ the Oracle ·staff' will take your req1uesi 'or
question. , Then we'll fiilil out. why ' or: '\Vhy not· sometbiiig· ·was),r-'wasn't ~ ci6iie. The 'infoririatiohl iS 'y ours
for the 'asliliig: '_\\ction "·Lilie'is--open ·eyery ' week day

1roni.·s:30'a.i;Il. to'4:3o ,p~ni.

.
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New Buildings Set
For Fall Opening

2-THE ORACLE-March 27, 1968, U. of South Florida

By TY ROSS
Staff Writer
Three new academic buildings, costing more than $5million, will be completed by
early iall, Roxy Neal, plant
planning coordinator, said last
week.

The Science Center, located
between the Engineering and
Chemistry Buildings, will contain science research facilities
and the computer research
center.
The Social Science Building,
located north of the Business
Administration Building, ' will

include the entire division of
Social Sciences and will be
the only one of the three new
buildings with general classrooms.
THE THEATRE Center, situated aqjacent to the University Theatre, will be used primarily for drama rehearsal

School Board .Expects
.

.

and theatre production.
The new buildings will reflect the " Florida functional"
motif of the campus with
buff-colored brick, vertical
white columns and decorative
sunscreens.
The Science Center will
have a cafeteria located in the
basement along with research
areas. Floors 1-3 will house
research facilities. The fourth
floor will provide areas for
- ' graduate . study and reading.

TENTATIVE PLANS for
the Social Science Building
show an animal colony and
research laboratories in the
basement. The first floor will
explained his college had pro- Tallahassee consulting firm have 18 general classrooms,
posed a bond issue, . and he recommended Haney and two the archaeology laboratory
felt leaving his present post others for the final screening. and faculfy offices.
would jeopardize the success
The i;;econd and third floors
of the campaign.
will be used for faculty offices
Hardcastle said his commit- 1968 Graduation and specialized laboratories.
tee was looking for temporary
The fourth floor penthouse is
quarters for an expected 500 At Curtis Hixon
scheduled to be a weather stastudents. The junior college is
tion.
The University Executive
slated to open September.
The Theatre Center Build1
However, selection -of class- Committee has announced ing will have specialized laboroom space, top officials and that graduation exercises ,will ratories for each theatre disa faculty will be up to the be held in Curtis Hixon Audi- cipline such as chore0graphy,
president. The committee torium Jone 10.
costume design, set design
Speaker for the event will
hopes to have permanent
and construction, opera requarters within three years be Dr. John T. Caldwell,_ hearsal and others.
and a student body of 12,700 in chancellor at North Carolina
state at Raleigh.
THE TWO story structure
15 years.
Tickets are not necessary to has a basement for storage
About 80 educators originaland mechanical equipment.
ly applied for the head jo~ . A attend.
The building will house the
faculty and staff of the Theatre Department.
The $2.5-million Science
Center was designed by architect H. Dean Rowe, Tampa.
The contractor is Smith &
Sapp Construction Co., Orlando.
The $2-million S o c i a 1
Science building was designed
by architects Anson, Grove,
Haack and Associates, Ft.
Lauderdale. The contractor is
Biltmore Construction Co.
The $700,000 Theatre Center
was designed by architects
Alfonso, Greene & Oliva,
Tampa. The contractor is
J. S. Stephens & Sons Inc.,
Tampa.

Potential New President·

Sebring racers cut through the night. See photos, page 8.

ASTROMETRISTS

They Locate The Stars
***
USF-- To Train
New Astronomers
For Venezuela
USF, in cooperation with
the Venezuelan government,
is negotiating to train and
supply · astronomers for the
new National Observatory in
Venezuela, John S. Allen, USF
president, said.
"They have $40 million
worth of astronomical observatory equipment in crates and
have no astronomers," Allen
told an orientation session of
several hundred new students.
USF will locate the astronomers at Venezuela's expense.
Allen said USF had supplied a
director for the observatory,
but not a permanent one.
Oif royalties will help establish the Venezuelan observatory.
Two laboratories make up
the National Observatory, one
at 4000 feet and the other at

9000 feet elevation.
Switching to the University
Hospital topic, Allen told the
new students that he and Dr.
Alfred Lawton, dean of the
planned USF medical school,
met last week with representatives of area hospitals.
The . USF medical school
will have a $22-million physi·
cal plant
In conclusion at the orientation session Allen said, "We
expect the university enrollment to continue to increase
by 1600 student a year to the
maximum 18,000 set by the
Board of Regents."
About 10,000 students were
expected to register last week
for the Quarter m se~ion.
No exact figures have been
released by the Registrar's of·
fice yet.

Several of the world's leading astrometrists met here
last week for a conference on
photographic astrometric technique.
Heinrich Eichhorn, chairman of the Astronomy Department, was .host of the conference which he said represents the most impressive scientific gathering ever 1o convene in Tampa.
The group included seven
astrometrists from foreign
countries and two members of
the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences.
.&
IS
ASTROMETRICS
branch of astronomy concerned with determining the
positions of celestial bodies
from photographs.

-The study · includes satellites, makirig astrometrics important to space science. The
conference was sponsored by
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).
Eichhorn said that the fact
that the group met here is an
acknowledgement of the work
that USF is doing in the field
of astrometrics.
THE PROCEEDINGS of the
Conference will be published,
probably in the Astronomical
Journal, Eichhorn said.

The scientists that attended
are:
Dr. James G. Baker, Harvard Obser\/atory and a member of the National Academy
of Sciences; Dr. Paul Herget,
director of the Cincinnati Observatory and a member of
the National Academy of Sciences; Dr. Hermann Deker,
professor of photogrammetry
at the Technical University of
Munich.
Al.SO, DR. WILHELM Dieckvoss, Hamburg Observatory; Prof. J. Hewitt of tlte
Royal Radar Establishment,
Malvern, England; Prof. Paul
'
of the obLacroute, director
servatory at Strasbourg,
France.

USF Students for McCarthy
was the first organization to
say 'it would support Choice
68, the National Collegiate
Presidential Primary.
Doug Griffin, McCarthy organization president, said the
group would launch a vigorous campaign in an effort to
·
win the primary.
Participation in Choice 68 is
open to every university, college, and junior college in the

United States and will be a
major political event of sufficient scope to merit the nation's attention and consideration.
DAVE PETTIGREW,
Choice 68 coordinator, said he is responsible for ensuring
maximum student participating, and regulating the election, and regulating the elecwith the national standards
determined by the 11 student
boards of diectors.
He said if 80 per cent of the
student body participates in

Choice 68 Time Magazine
may c·ome here to cover the
primary.
President Johnson to Id
Choice 68 board of directors,
"You can't run a war by polls
and you can't run a peace by
polls, but you can't be oblivious to public opinion."
FURTHER SUPPORT for
Choice 68 came from Senators
Robert Kennedy, Edward
Brooke, Charles Percy, Eugene McCarthy, and former
Vice President Richahi Nixon.

Student Effor·ts Aid
McCarthy Campaign

Dr. K. Aa. Strand, director
of the U.S. Naval Observatory .
and Dr. George Veis, head of
the department of geodesy,
Technical University of Atltens, Greece.

Columnist James Reston
wrote that Choice 68 is an opportunity for students to decide ~hether they "want to
dream or work."
Petigrew said 1,000 colleges
representing 75 per cent of the
nationwide student b o d y
would participate. The primary will be held at USF
April 24, and the results published nationally May 1.
Clubs and organizations not
yet participating in Choice 68
·can contact Pettigrew at ext.
401.

Photo by Richard Smoot

Registration Sit-In

Sp0eial To The oracle

jobs - from ringing door
bells and writing speeches, to
NEW YORK - The dynam- driving cars and licking
ic c~paign effort by college stamps. Many observers bestudents from all over the lieve the students' enthusiasm
country clearly played a vital also had a significant psychorole in Senator E u g e n e logical effect on the camMcCarthy's impressive show- paign.
ing in the New Hampshire pri-.
Reaction to this student pomary.
litical activism was wideMore than a thousand stu- spread in both pre- and postdents took on full campaign election analysis. Just prior to
the New Hampshire vote,
"' Holding hands, young Mary McGory wrote in her
trachoma victims saved irom nationally syndicated column
blindness by UNICEF would that McCarthy's student support was "a river of free
circle the moon.
labor that could change the
"' UNICEF 'has provided face of American politics."
enough vitamin capsules to
MOST OF the election-night
supply one to every person in
the world today.
commentators referred to the
"' The powdered milk sup- students, and in its lead editoplied by UNICEF would fill rial March 13, the New York
freight cars stretching from Times stated that the McCarBuffalo to Detroit.
thy victory was "a testament

to the efforts of the students
and other citizens who enlisted in his campaign for
peace."
Perhaps the most important
conclusion to be drawn from
this first 1968 primary is not,
related either to the candidates or the issues. It is very
possibly something m u c h
broader.
Namely that effective, articulate expression of political
opinion by students, combined
with their active participation
in the political process, can
significantly affect the outcome of elections and the
shape of American politics.
A second conclusion is .
equally irrefutable. Massive
s t u d e n t participation in
Choice 68 can and will affect
the course of American politics in 1968.

Register now to vote in the
May primaries. Register at
the Hillsborough C o u n t y
Courthouse, room 171, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday.
All registration books close
the 30th day preceding the
day on which there is a primary or general election and
remain closed five days prior
to the election.
Registration books close at
5 p.m., April 6, for the primaries, and open again June
3. Registration books close at
5 p.m., Oct. 5, for the general
election and open again Nov.
11.

:Registration at USF can be a tiring experience and for this coed it was just too much. Finding no place to seat, she sat on the Gym floor and there completed her registration procedures.

Non-Education Maiors

Refused Some-- Courses
Non-education majors were
not permitted to pull course
cards for education courses
require of education majors .
at registration Friday. They
return Saturday
were told
to obtain any cards that might
be remaining.

to

Raymond A. Urbanek, as- lege of Education.
sistant dean of the College of · Urbanek also said that
Education, said that Educa- some Liberal Arts majors
tion majors were being given take education courses bepriority for registration in the cause they are planning to
required education courses teach, with the mistaken nobecause last quarter some tion that they won't have to
were unable to obtain these take the nine quarter hours a
courses.
year required for temporary
certification.
URBANEK SAID that any

Jean A. Battle, dean of the
College of Education, in a
memo to the College of -Edu- student could register for
cation's Academic Council, elective courses in the College
said, "Our (College of Educa- . of Education.
He explained that many stution) policy is not discrimination against Liberal Arts or .dents like to take education
any other college, but simply courses for electives because
that we must give priority to they feel that they can do well
those who need these courses in 1hem, and that this puts an
additional btµ"den on the Colfor grad'uation."

They won't have to take the
education courses if they've
already had them, he said,
but they still have to take
nine hours a year to maintain
temporary certification, 'and
the ·education sequence is the
one most relevant at that
time.

REQUffiEMEN'IS TO register: Any person 21 years of
age, upon proof of his birthdate, who is a citizen of the
United States, a permanent
resident living in Florida for
one year and residing in the
county where he wishes to
register for six months, is eligible to register when the registration books are open.

Fail CBS 101?

~~~~~~~~~!ilf~~~~~~~~~~ Drop CBS 102,
Take Up 101
Theatre Gets

'
Fram Choice 68 Headquarters

Register Now
_
It You-Wallt
Right To Vofe

:r. .

Meurers, director
Prof. .
of the observatory at Vienna
University, Austria; A. Murray, senior principal scientific
officer of the Royal Greenwich Observatory, England;
Dr. R. N. Stoy, director of the
Royal Observatory at Capetown, South Africa.

Choice 68 A ctivafes
By TY ROSS
Staff Wr;ter

The second president for the
proposed Hillsborough Junior
College is expected in Tampa
Thursday, according to Ken
Hardcastle, chairman of the
. junior college advisory committee for Hillsborough County.
Hardcastle made the announcement Saturday, but refused to name the new president, explaining that the man
hasn't yet resigned from his
present position.
The first man selected for
the $23,500 post, Dr. Jefferson
Haney, withdrew his acceptance of the job a week ago.
Haney, president of Sheridan
Junior College in Wyoming,

Time Capsule
This is not an ordinary metal
box. It's a time capsule.
Linda Erwin, Heidi Haughee,
and Doug Kaye st.and by as
Russell Whaley, Theatre Department chairman and originator of the capsule idea,
slides it into a wall in the
Theatre Center now under
consfi1'1lction. The contents includes s e v e r a l programs,
memos from the Department, a memo for an appointment never kept, a pill
box from the department hypochondriac, a draft card,
and a letter of wamilig to the
future. The purpose of the
capsule is to "let future eras
know of us, even if they
don't want to,''. explained
Kaye.

Students who registered for
CBS 102, Functional English,
before learning that they
failed CBS 101, must drop
CBS 102 and reenroll in CBS
101, the College of Basic
Studies announced.
Dean Edwin P. Martin of
the College of Basic Studies
said that certain courses must
be taken in sequence. Therefore, if a student presently enrolled in CBS 102 finds out he
has failed CBS 101, he must
notify the English department
immediately and request an
administrative change enrolling them in CBS 101.
Language courses must also
be taken in sequence. American Idea, Biological Science
and Functional Mathematics,
although not required by the
Catalog to be taken, in se.
quence, are strongly recommended by the department
chairman to be taken sequentially.
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Crime ·Rate Drops

-Christianity Hurt By .Crisis

Fisher, dean of women.
Dean Fisher said the frequency of disciplinary problems on campus is also below
that of past years.
"The vast majority of the
student body are mature indi- ·
viduals -who know why they
are here and pursue their education in an orderly fashion,"
-Wildy said.
Wildy believes the decrease
in the inciilence of campus
crime is due,, in part, to the
orientation of new students to
USF standards.

The percentage of USF students involved in civil and
campus offenses appears to
be li>wer than in previous
years, according to campus
authorities. Although the actual number of offenses is
greater than before, this is
due to the large increase in
total enrollment.
Misdemeanors involving minors in possession of alcohol
account for most student arrests. Felonies have been few,
according to Charles Wildy,
dean of men, and Margaret

,

SAYS ROBERT BURKE

By BARRIE MASSARSKY

Correspondent
Christianity is suffering
from an identity crisis with
the 20th century, which is
greatly caused by a "gross
misunderstanding" of the concept of original sin, Robert
Burke, history instructor said.
Burke spoke at a symposi-

sin arises from the traditional
belief that Adam's disobedi- ,
ence in the Garden of Eden
has permanently deterred
man from -fulfilling his eschatological goal.
THIS ACT shouldn't be considered disobedience, b u t
rather an ei:cercise in freedom, said Burke. He added
that the reason for the trouble

um sponsored by the Andros
Men's Council March 7 in Andros Center. The topic, "The
False Assumption of Christianity," was also discussed by
Rev. Carl Ritchie, of Christ
the King Lutheran Church
and Rev. James Keller of the
University Chapel Fellowship.
Burke explained that this
false concept of the original

I

·FAU To Open

New Bra.nch
In-Miami
'

One of Flotida's . new state
universities, Florida Atlantic
University at Boca.Raton, will
open a branch,in, Miami. The univ(\rsity, which offers
the junior anjl senior. years of
instruction in liberal arts,
education and business, enrolls many Miami students
who commute daily. The new
branch is expected to enroll
3,000 student:S when it opens in

Official Notices

Bulletin Board notices should ba.. sent
DIRE<;T to "Directcir, Office of Campus
Publications CTR 223/' no later than
Wednesday noon for Inclusion the following Wednesd~. _ _
ALL FACULTY: The return date for
return of Academic Staff Questionnaire
has been extended to Fr iday. If you have
not completed your form, please take ad·
vantage Of tile extension.
QUARTER IV REGISTRATION will
be on Thursday, June 6, rather th~n the
dates indicated in ffle University Catalog.
SWIM l;IOURS: The Argos outdoor pool
will be 'open Monday ttirough Friday,
12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and on Saturdays
and Sundays -from 1 to 6 p.m. The Nata·
tcrium will be open from 7 to 9 p .m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays .
LIBFRAL ARTS FACULTY: will have
its second Chinsegut Conference Satu r day
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Discussion will
center around fhe role of faculty ancl stu~~~~. Jn improving the educationa1 pro-

Septemb~r.

It was announced that the
Florida Atlantic 'branch will
not replace the new university
for Dane County which has
been pushed by state Sen.
Robert Haverfield and Reps.
Murray · Dubin and Robert
Graham.
The branch would accommodate Miami-Dade Jr. College graduates who are not
able to attend out-of-town universities.
Photo by David Saulter

Three out of four children live in areas where mortality rates among one to
four-year-olds are about 40
times higher -than in the in·
dustrialized countries. UNICEF means help and hope for
those children.
Y'

Cost Minus Use
Seniors Eleanor -Swanson' -a nd · Drane Kellum receive pay·
ment for returned books that have been their· faithful companions for teQ weeks- or that they have just recently got to
know during the la.st few weeks. This ·money will soon be returned to the b'ookstore for 'next ·quarter's companions.
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THESE' ARI: ClASSIFtED FACTORY

, SECONDS BECAUSE Of APPEARANCE

--

BLEMISHES.

We challenge you to find these slight
imperfections whioh,do not affect the
. perfctrmance ofthese tires.

THE WILDEST O~ THE
WIDE OVAL TIRES

4 .FOR

-5, 0~,_.,.

9

from 2.23
to 2.83
E7.0·'70·H70

• 3t 0k wider than conventional
.tires
.
)
' • Speed tested at 130 MPH _with•
out leiup for 100 miles
Runs 100"/o cooler than conventional tires in standard high

ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF: A new
policy involves acadeliiic disqualification
at the end of Quarter II . Computations
will be made and printed on the Grade
Reports in ·a regular fashion when a student Is academ ically disqualified. Nota!Ion will indicate, however,, that the student is automatically entitled to continue
in Quarter Ill. The new palicy is based
on the fact that students registered for
Qua r ter 111 without knowing Quarter II
perfor mance.
ANDROS RESIDENCE CENTER : In·
quirires Pertaining to operation · shou ld
b~ referred to Bernard J . Abbott, ass is.
tant director of housing, ext. 471.
Times and room schedules of those organizations meeting regularly are posted
on the Un iversity Center Lobby bulletin
bqard.

- Campus Date Book
TODAY
Ctvlnette's Membership Drive, all day,
south Center lobby.
Students for McCarthy, all day, north
Center lobby.
. Blues Magoos ticket sale, from 10 a.m.,
north Center lobby.
Alpha Tau Omega coffee, 2 p.m .. CTR
25H.
Pledge Masters meeting, 2 p.tn., CTR
158.
Film Classtc: "Le Bonhe'ur," 8 p.m.,
BSA .
Civil War Round Tab~, 8:30 p,.m.,
CTR 205.
THURS·DAY
Della Tau Delli! Sorority of the Yea r
Award display, all day, north Center
·1obby.
Blues Magoos Ticket sale, from 10
a.m., north Center lobby.
. Uniyersity ChapeL Fellowshlp, 2 .p.m., 2
p:in, <;TR 213.
- ' --- , ,
campus Crusade for Christ, 6:30 p.m.,
CTR 251.
Street Dance, outside . CTR, 6:30 p.m.
s. A. Legislature, 7 p.m., CTR 252.
Faculty Symposium on Theology, 8
p.m,, RAN 109.
FRIDAY
DELTA TAU DELTA Sorority of the
Year Award display, north Center lobby,
all day_
BLUES MAGOOS ticket sale, from 11
a.m .• north center lobby.
STUDENTS FOR McCARTHY, 2 p.m.,
CTR 200.
ATHENAEUM, 2 p.m., CTR 201.
YOUNG DEMOCRATS, 2 p.m., CTR
203.
Cl RCLE K, 2 p.m . .' CTR 213.
PANHELLENIC, 2 p.m., CTR 251.
RUSSIAN CLUB, 2 p.m., FAH 106.
CONCERT: University Center Program.
Council presentation of Blues Magoos, 4
p.m. gym.
SIGMA ALPHA 10,TA, registration; 6
p.m., CTR 226; dinner, 7 p.m .. CTR 255-6.
MOVIE; 8 p.m., FAH 101
SATURDAY
IOTA:
Continental
SIGMA ALPHA
Breakfast, 8 a.m. CTR 103-4; registration
CTR 226; meetin.g and musicale 9 a.!)'I.,
-CTR 252-E; reg istration 11. a.m., CTR
226; meeting and musicare CTR 252-E;
luncheon, noon, CTR 255-6; meeting and
musicale 1 :30 p.m ., ·CTR 252-E ...
FENCING CLUB Tournament, from 8
a.m., Gym.
CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE , 8 a .m .,
ENA 105.
PLAY: "Phaedra,'' 8:30 p.m., Theatre.
BAND DANCE, 9 p.m .. CTR 248 .
SUNDAY
FENCING 1iOURNAMENT, from 8
a.m ., Gym .
TRI CHI, 3 p,m_ , RAR 235.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON, 4 p.m .. FAH
133; 7 p.m., FAH 106.
CHI OMEGA EXECUTIVE, 7 p.m.,
CTR 205.
MONDAY
WM. BRADY EXHIBIT, all day, CTR
1Da.
SPORTS
CAR CLUB,
membership
drive, f rom a a.m., north Center lobby.
VETERANS CLUB, membership drive,
from 8 a .m ., south Center lobby.
BRIDAL SERIES, 2 p.m.. CTR 252.
USF COUPLES' BRIDGE, 7 p,m., CTR
255.
SIGMA NU RUSH, 7 p.m., CTR 251.

SRG PARTY CONVENTION, 7:30 p.m.,
CTR 248. 'USF WOMEN'S CLUB, drama meeting,
7:30 p.m., CTR 200.
TUESDAY WM. BRA-DY EXHIBIT, all day, !'TR
10

~·~0RTS

CAR
CLUB,
membership
drive, from 8 a .m., north Cente r lobby.
VETERANS CLUB, membersh ip dr ive,
from 8 a.m., south Center lobby.
WOMEN'S PERSPECTIVE, 9 a.m.,
CTR 252-E.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3
WM. BRADY EXHIBIT, all day, CTR
108.
SPORTS CAR CLUS. membership drive,
from 8 a.m ., north Center lobby.
CIRCLE K, membership drive, from 9
a.m., south Center lobby.
READERS'
THEATRE
C 0 FF EE
HOUSE, 2 p,m., E NA 105.
SIGMA NU RUSH, 7 p.m., CTR 251MEET THE. POLITIC!~N : ~E RO'!'
CO':-LINS, Business Adm1n1strat1on ~ud1.
tonum, 7 p.m.

Placement Services

The organizations listed below will be
interviewing on campus. Check with
Placement, ADM 280 for interview locatlons and to schedule appointments to interview. For complete descriptions and
further information, phone tti e Placeme nt
Office, ADM 280, ext._2Bal.
EDUCATION PLACEMENT

MAN~TEE COUNTY SCHOOLS, Thurs-

day, }\pril 4; all areas K-12.
[N.Y.J
SEN·IOR
HIGH
MANUET
SCHOOL , Thursday, April ll.
BUSINESS PLACEMENT
THURSDAY, MARCH 28 - FRANCIS
I. DuPONT: MBA only Jn fin & ·econ or
sales; Major fields: fin, econ, M3A interested in sa les.
MONDAY, APRIL 1 IBM CORP:
sales, syst ennr, office adm; bus mkt,
bus ed, engr. :11
NATIONAL
TUESDAY, APRIL 2 AVIATION ACADEMY: trainees for pilots; all fields .
_
THURSDAY, APRIL 4 BANKERS
LIFE OF IOWA: sales; any major interested in sales. ARMY AUDIT AGENCY:
auditor intern and auditors; acctg .
M ONDAY, APRIL 8 METROPOLITAN
DADE CO.: Parks & Rec Dept: m gr. director, programmer; mgmt, phys ed.
TUESDAY, APRIL 9 SOUTHERN
BELL: · mgmt, syst-engr; bus adm, engr ,
math, phys. CONT INENTAL CAN ' CO. :
mgt trainees, acct, ind engr, mgf engr ,
sales trainees. mecti, ind engr, mgt, lib
arts, acctg, fin. MAAS BROTHERS: merchandising, control & finance, operations
sales promo, personnel; all fields. FLORIDA POWER CORP: engr tra in ees; , elec
or mech engr.
tHURSDAY, APRIL 11 :- F I RST NA·
TIONAL BANK: mgmt trainee; ~~s adm.
AETNA LIFE ·& CASUALTY: field rep,
claims, auditing, engr, underwriting; bus
.ad.m · jludltors, ,.engr. \.
-,,

Bank, Tampa ; Florida Power & Light
Co., St. Petrsburg; Gulf Power Corp.,
Pensacola; · Honeywell , St. Petersburg ; lnterna I Revenue Service, Jacksonville &

Tampa, and wsahington, D.C.; International Minerals & Chem ical Corp., Bar-

tow; M. A. Montenegro & Co . CPA's,
Tampa; Marine sank & Trust Co.,
Tampa;
Martin
Company,
Orlando;
NASA-Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy; NASA-Marshall Space F light Center, Huntsvil le, Ala.; Northside Bank,

in Eden was that man wanted
to be more like God, to know
good and evil.
Burke added that like ·an divine creations, man is innately. perfect in all respects , "for
nothing can be added to _his
nature nor taken a\vay from
his nature to make him mcire
of a man. Therefore, Adam
was a perfect man."
"Man was ·created to partake in this ·magnificent universe," Burke said, "but he
doesn't have to. God gave
man the power to choose between good and evil, and to do
so is merely ·an exercise of
God-given free will."
BURKE ALSO said that
since man is innately perfect,
and does not need anything to
make him more of a man, he
does not need Christ or Christianity to redeem him. What

then ·was Christ's - purpose?
Burke explained it as being
two-fold. First, to sanction the :
'Mosaic Law, and second, to •
establish the dialogue of love :
between the Creator and the :
creature, known as the Eu- ·
·
: charist, or New La}V.
Christ had to die, Burke :
said, "not only to fulfill the ·
prophecy of the Mosaic ' Law, :
... but· He also had to die to :
activate our, innate sense of ·
indignation, for no .
justice
man should be killed for what '.
the Rabbi of Nazareth :
taught:"

to

ffiERlE
TIORmRn
· Cosmetic Studio
FREE H-OiJR OF BEAUTY
NOR?HGATE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
Phone 932-2232

Tampa; Radio Freque ncy Devices, Inc.,
Tampa; Smith, Braley & Johnson, CPA's,
Tampa; Tornwall , Lang & ·Lee, CPA's,
St. Petersburg; U.S. Army Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.; U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Atlanta; · U.S. Naval Training· Device Center, ·Orlando; University of
South Florida, Tampa_
Economics: General Services Adm inistrat ion, Wash in gton, D.C., NASA-Kennedy
Spa ce Center, Cape Kennedy.
Finance: F irst Federal Savings & Loan
Assoc. , St. Petersburg; First National
Bank, Tampa; General Services Adminis.
tration, Washington, D.C.; Marine Bank
& Trust Company, Tampa; Northside
Bank, Tampa~ ·
Management: Aetna ·Life Insurance Co.,
Tampa ; Allstate. St. Petersburg; Boeing,
New Orleans ; Continental Baking Co.,
Tampa; First National Bank, Tampa;
Florida Power Corp., St. Peter sburg;
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.; Gener·
al services Administration, Washington,
D.C . ; General Tele phone Co., Tampa;
Gulf Life Insurance Co,, Jacksonville;
Honeywell, st. Pet ersburg; International .
- I C
B t
Mine rals & Chem1ca
orp.,
ar ow;
s. H. Kress Co., Tampa; LockheedGeorgld Co., Marietta, Ga.; M arine Bank
& Trust Co., Tampa; Martin Co.,
Orlando; NASA ~ Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy; NASA-Marshall Space
ts ·11
Al
Sh
t
Flight Center, Hun VI e,
a .;
era on
Outr igger Inn, St. Petersburg; Supermarkets Genera l Corp., various locations in
New Jersey; Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxville1 Tenn.; U.S. Army Missile
Command, Huntsville, Ala . ; U. S. Naval
k - ·11
u.s . Off'ice Of
Air Station, Jae sonv1 e;
Education, Wasington, D.C.
Marketing: All State, St. Petersburg;
Bonwit-Teller, N.Y.. N.Y.; Continental
Baking Co., Tampa; Ge nera l Services Administration, Washington, O.C.; Gulf Life
Insurance Co., Jacksonville; S. H. Kress
Co., Tampa; Manhattan Shirt Co., Pater·
son, N.J.; Supermarkets General Cqrp.,
various locations in New Jersey.
EDUCATION
Education: Department of state, Pass~
port Division, various locations; General
services
Administration,
Washington,
o.C.; NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsvi lle, A la.; National Park Service, Washington, D.C. and New York ,
N.)' .; Superma rkets General Corp., various locations in New Jersey; U.S. Army
Missile Command , Huntsv ille, Ala.; U.S.
Office Of Education. Washington, D.C.

Co-Op Education

Continuing' Education

CO-OP STUDENTS - Those returning
to campus are required to attend a PostTra ining Conference with their dean and
complete an interview with ffleir coordinator. Interviews must be comPleteq not
later than Friday, April 12. Attend conference · as scheduled for your college.

NON·C·REDIT EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS TO BE OFFERED BY THE
Center for
.
Non-credit educational programs to be
offered by the Center for Continuing Edu- ·
cation at the University Of South Florida
during April.
April 1 - USF Pastors -Retreat, Ch insegut Hill. {Contact Person: L. Romig.}
April 2. 9 - New Designs in Architecture, St. Pete rsburg. (M. Kobasky).
April 2, 9, 16 - womans Perspective,
Tampa Campus CL. ·Romig ) _
Aprl I 4 - Spanish Decl amation Contest,
Tampa Campus, <E. Hall ).
April 5, 6, 1 - Senslivitiy Train ing Conference, Chinsegut Hill . Contact Person:
L . Romig}.
April 8, 9 Educat ional Conference
HEW, Tampa, CA. Sulloway) .
April 15, 16 - M aterial Planning & Inventory Management. Tampa Campus,
H . Schier).
April 18 - .Labor Relations CNonOnion), Tampa campus, (0. Fellows}.
April 18, 19 - Computer Age In Action, Orlando, (H. Schier-D. FellowsL
Aprif 19 Labor Relat ions (Union),
Tampa Campus, (D . Fellows).
April 19, 20 ~ Flor ida Land Tille Association, Tampa Campus , (E . Hall ).
April 20 - Tampa Council for Improving College Teach ing Meeting, Chinsegut
Hill, ( L. Romig ).
April 25 - Fraud and t he Consumer,
Tampa, (M. K6basky).
April 26, v ~ Panh ell en lc Workshop,
Chin segut Hill, (L. Romig ).
CLASSES
Continuing through:
April 16 - Music in Pre-school, Tampa .
Campus, <E . HallJ.
April 18 - Program Pl anning in · Pre·
school, Tampa Campus, ( E. Hall).
April 29 - Existentialism as a Philoso·
phy, Tampa Campus, {A. Sulloway) ,
May .t - CPA Review Program,
Tampa Campus, (H. Schier) .
June 26 - Chartered Life Underwriters
Courses, Tampa Campus, (D. Fellows).
Starting:
April >I-June 6 Speed Read ing,
Tampa Campus, (E . Halll.
April 25-June 27 - Piano in Pre-school,
Tampa Campus, (E , HallJ .
April 30·May 21 - Number Concepts in
Pre-sChooJ, Tampa Campus (E. Hall}.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27
Information session, 2 p.m ., ENG .4.
Post-Training PeriOd Conference for
Education Majors or those on Educa ti on
assignments, 2 p.m ., EDU 103.
Special Review Session for those taking
SOC 261, Quarte r II, 2 p.m . ENG 3,
FRIDAY, MARCH 29
Post-Training Period Conference for
Liberal Arts Maiors, 2 p.m., ENG 4.
Special Review .for those taking SOC
261, Quarter II, 2 p.m., E NG 3.
Interviews for Naval Ship and Research
Development Center, Washington, O.C. ;
sign up for interviews in ENG 37. Majors
desired : Physics, and mechanical , electrical, civil, aerospace, and indust ~ial engineering.
SATURDAY, MARCH 30
Special Examination for those taking
soc 261, Quarter II, 10 a .m. to noon,
ENG . 3.
MONDAY, APRIL 1
Post-Training Period Conference for
Engineering Malors, · 2 p.m. , ENG 3.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3
Post - Training Period Conference for
Business Administration Majors, 2 p.m.,
BUS 108. ·
! nformation Session, 2 p.m ., ENG 4.

Co-Op Placement
More than 100 employers are currently
seeking USF students f or Cooperative
Education
Training
A ssignments for
Quarter IV, with training period starting
Monday, Jurte 10, and running through
Friday, Sept. 6. Some openings are also
listed for Quarter I [fall) . Additional information is available in the Co-op Office,
EN G 37, ext. 17tl. The following are some
of the emp loyers seek ing co-op students
aQd the areas desired:
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting: Canning, Wells & Salzer,
St. Petersburg; CIA, Washington, D.C.;
Defense Supply Agency, Philadelphia,
Pa .; First Federal Savings & Loan
Assoc., St. Petersburg; First National

Come In Now For Your
Spring Sportcoats-And Suits

Suits

$59 50
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From
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY
4-March 27, 1968, U. of South Florida

Sports Policy Change ·Applauded
The recent changes in the
sports policy by Pres. John S.
Allen represents steps in the right
direction for USF's sports program
and a well-rounded University.
Allowing USF to apply for
membership in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
represents a tremendous change.
Allen gave it the careful consideration it warranted before making
the change.
,
We also applaud his change allowing coaches to split service
awards to include more athletes.
Now coaches will be able to give ·
deserving athletes their proper reward.
HOWEVER, the change allowing USF teams to Play on-

campus games Friday afternoons couldn't be scheduled because of
the weekend handicap.
and nights still needs work.
PRES. ALLEN showed students
All USF teams should be able to
play home contests any time which that he does believe in a complete
doesn't conflict with players' University when he made the conclasses. South Florida can't expect cessions for NCAA membership
to have a first-rate sports program and service award splitting.
Maybe when USF's soccer team
when teams play on a weekend
has
another outstanding season
basis.
that could be next year) and
(and
Baseball at USF is still limited
r~ceives
an NCAA Tournament
because of scheduling problems.
berth
(if
the
NCAA admits USF),
Teams such as FSU and Florida
will
see
fit to broaden the
Allen
have shown interest in playing the
scope
of
USF's
athletic
policy.
Brahmans at USF, but games .

Mc~arthy

Controversial
On College Campuses

ED'S NOTE • Doran Cushing, recording secretary for USF Students for
McCart/ly. wrote this commenta.ry for
The Oracle.
With his significant victory in the
New Hampshire primary, Senator Eugene McCarthy has become the mainstream of conversation and activity on
coriege. campuses. USF is no exception.
Students,
professors,
religious
leaders, and prominent citizens from
the Tampa area have joined the
McCarthy campaign.
But why the flurry of activity?
Why have students flocked to McCarthy headquarters to work? What does
he offer the students?
BONNIE JURMARK, a March
USF graduate, has worked day and
night at the McCarthy headquarters in
Temple Terrace. Jurmark said, ."McCarthy is the last possible way for in·
dividuals to react in a democratic way
against the Vietnam War and the lack

of support for domestic programs.
" College students are at the age
when the draft faces them daily, and
they may be forced to fight. Most students are more aware of civil unrest in
the cities than the general community,
and see that much of the money designated for poverty and educational programs is going into the Vietnam War."
McCarthy has indicated strong opposition to the Vietnam War for the
same reasons-the drain of funds from ·
domestic programs.

McCARTHY IS NOT a " peacenik"
or "pacifist." He wants an immediate
end to the bombing of North Vietnam,
and immediate diplomatic negotiations with all Vietnamese leaders.
McCarthy has drawn high schools
into his campaign. Ted Greeri, a senior
at Plant City High School, is "tired of
the whole situation. McCarthy offers
the only alternative to U.S. aggression
in Vietnam."

Students Are Avoiding Responsibility

The Minnesota senator does not
have the glittering cliches and fistpounding techniques. His personality is
extremely "cool."
BYRON HOWES, 3CBS, said, "Principles, not personalities, should determine the . peop~e's choice. Wallace has
a great deal of personality appeal, but
his principles are nothing."
Senator Robert Kennedy's entrance into the presidential scene has
seemingly unified the McCarthy campaign. Most of his \Yorkers feel that
K~nnedy was an opportunist, not
willing to risk his political name until
the risk was lessened. The New Hampshire primary gave him the opportunity.
McCarthy supporters wonder when ,
and if Kennedy would have jumped
into the campaign if McCarthy had
not.
HOWES SAID, "Now is the chance
~or citizens to be for instead of against
something. Critics of the anti-war demonstrators have said, "Why don't you
d? something constructive? McCarthy
gives us the opportunity to do something constructive.''
In recent years politicians have
presented ,unfavorable and mistrusting
images of themselves. McCarthy's cooi
manner and sincere expression is appealing.
Jill Hunter, 3CBS, said, "He is
the first statesman to come along in a
long time. Kennedy proved his position
as a politician and an opportunist."
Jurmark said, "I will stick by
McCarthy because I'm sick of politicians and their reliance upon political
machinery. McCarthy does not depend
on the machinery. He has personal in·
tegrity and honesty."

Much has been made of the Regents Operating Manual will be
"Right of Dissent." Students, espe- presented to the legislature for encially are concerned with rights. dorsement this session. These proThe right of students to petition, posed revisions would change the
speak, assemble, picket and strike basic rules which control the entire
· are. considered vital to a free aca- Unive,rsity. Certainly, this is of
·vital interest to the student body.
demic life.
Many words have appeared in
SA Pres. Scott Barnett will apALLEN
newsprint to explain and glorify point the remaining number of leg. new policy
the "Right of Dissent" and its islators if no more applications are
component parts.
received.
It may be assumed that the maThis means 16 rubber stamp
·jority of students at USF applaud legislators and .five or six unchalthis right. Yet, here at USF, one of lenged members. This would be a
Doug Griffin., Ted Green, Judy Taylor, Bonnie- Jurmark, and
the most important vehides to reg- replay of the fall presidential elecJill
Hunter
work for McCarthy.
ister dissent is being ignored.
tion. Is this to be the national trend
GENERAL ELEGTION to when today's college 'student gradHems, Economy Vary electTHE
one-half of the Student Asso- uates?
ciat;\on (SA) legislature is just two
Together Editors Say
A true free election is essential
weeks away. As of deadline, only to the preservation of any demo(ACP) - As the hemline goes, so
five or six applications have been cratic sbciety. It is the major bulgoes the economy, the Iowa State University Daily says.
received for the 22 vacant legisla- wark in this country of all rights,
At least that's what the H. W. Gosture seats.
including the right to dissent. Withsard f:ompany claims, the Daily's editoThis lack of participation would out this bulwark none of the rights
rial continued. Gossard - , yes, they're
normally merely be labeled apathy will survive. This is true of any soThere are no ads in Bohemia, simply
the bra ·manufacturer - h'ii.s been issuwon by Cuban athletes, hut no losses.
By MARIO GARCIA
and forgotten. However, tJ:iis would' ciety whether it is nation or a uniManaging Editor
because there are no private corporaing hemline - economy predictions since
There was ONE element of what we
not be accurate.
versity.
tions. The place of private ads is taken
usually consider "news." That was the
1958 with remarkablt! accuracy. After
(ED.'s Note: Mario Garcia, our managApathy
is
defined
as
a
lack
of
by governmentiil propaganda.
viewing the latest mid-thigh {lnd mid-calf
Delta airliner which was hijacked to
ing editor, is a Cuban exile who came to
feeling or concern. Most USF stu·
ONE PAGE exhorts the people to colskirts, Gossard is predicting a see-saw
Cuba in a Tampa-Ivliami flight.
this country ill 1962. When The Oracle redents give voice to definite feelings
lect
empty bottles and return them to
economy next year.
IN
ONE
PICTURE,
a
Cuban
girl
is
ceived a copy of the leading magazine in
· Checks Bounce
on some of the issues that affect
According to Gossard's .girJ-watc_hing
seen distributing copies of the state · government agencies for further use. AnCuba, Garcia interpreted it for ns.)
other of these "ads" asks rural mothers
the university .
economists, the 1967 economy should
newspaper, Gramma, and other national
Ever wondered what goes into a magUSF students, staff and faculty
to clean their homes to prevent gastroreach record high - and estimated
publications.
azine
published
by
the
government
of
a
USF DOES NOT suffer from ap- .members have been writing more
intestinal
diseases.
$650-billion. Skirts reached record highs . athy, The malady from which USF
Another
picture
shows
some
passenand more worthless checks and it Communist country?
A feeling of sadness sweeps over
jn '67 and the micro skirt portends an
gers. TJ!e caption reads: "The smiling
You
will
be
surprised
the
dosage
of
has become necessary for the Unithose who have known a better Cuba. As
even greater national income. But the · suffers is laziness.
expression of the travelers reflects their
you will be exposed to.
Students who avoid their re· versity to raise the fine for this to indoctrination
;they read how Castro has destroyed ev,_
pleasant emotions upon being guests of
new midi-skirt - 12 to 13 inches from 1•
,After reviEJwlng a copy of Bohemia,
sponsibility to participate in cam- combat the problem. ·
erything
the
·
"prohibited
island,"
according.
that was really Cuban. He_has
Cuba,
the floor - is a bad omen for economists
magazine,
it
is'
difficult
to
Cuba's feature
pus elections are merely contribut·
and limb examiners alike.
Perhaps, many do not realize the forget the famous faces: Che Guevara, to dispositions of the Yankee Department eliminated history, tradition and a rich .
ing to an inevitable breakdown 1n seriousness of the crime they may Castro, Lenin, and others. These people of State."
past- of an even richer culture, the Cuban
culture.
them
THERE
ARE
POEMS,
most
of
communications. , ~· ·" .
be committing, even inadvertently. are found in almost every other page.
When one finishes reading this magawith political implications. And crossAny daily newspaper Will dem· This is a misdemeanor at least and
THE CONTENT of the magazine is
onstrate the til.ct thafma'.ny people a felony if the check is for more broad. The March issue opens with an word puzzles with questions such as: zine, he feels like he has been presented
a one-sided story. And he has.
Year of the Heroical Guerrillas.
editorial on the agricultural progress of
throughout the woi'1d 'do ;riot. under· thari $.50.
The Communists use this tactic of
The
cover
features
a
fashionable
the isl<i!nd. It urges men, women and
stand the legislative process. · They
If someone is convicted of a felmanipulating the news and keep the pub.
pretty
similar
Cuban
girl
whose
hairdo
is
children
to
cooperate
in
the
fields.
do not understand the crucial
lie from knowing the real truth, which is
Vol. 2
March 13, 1968
No. 26
to those of American girls. Her dress is
Political cartoons are used on almost
-choice that they must make. The ony, he loses many of his rights as
no other than fear, hatred, hunger, disone of a few designs available to Cuban
a
citizen,
one
of
them,
the
right
to
It
is
particularly
interesting
.
every
page.
ACP ALL-A~IBR!CAN 1967
time to learn ·is while they are in a
vote. This hardly seems worth the to see Uncle Sam or an American GI women. Her skirt is considerably long, ease, and a complete destruction of
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967
learning situation.
man's most sacred values.
compared to American standards.
with dollar signs on his sleeves being anPublished everv Wednesday in the school yea1
Perhaps the average reader chance of committing the crime. nihilated by guerrillas in Latin America
by the University of South Florida 4202 .Fowler Ave.;
Tampa, Fla., 33620. second class postage pa id at
The majority of checks that are
. thinks that the importance of unior by a North Vietnamese soldier.
Tampa, Fla., 33601, under Act af Mar . .3, 1 ~79. Print·
returned are those written by stued BY Tha Times Publishing Company, SI.- Peters- :. ".'.,~rsity electioqs is vastly overstatIn one instance Bohemia labeled an
burg.
·
·
dents, and this is not restricted to American soldier "Superman" but had
ed.
Circulation Rat.es \ }.·
Single copy Cnon·sludenls) _ .. ___ ___ ___ _·- - _ IDc
. This legislative session, howev- the registration period. The rate is him chased ·from Vietnam by a pint-sized
Mail subscriptions --· __ _, ___ .••
S4. School yr.
er, there are two very important alarming throughout the year.
North Vietnamese with a cork-gun. The
The Oracle is written and edited by , student$ .,.
the University of South Florida. EditOrial 'flt:Ws
,
·
Many
students
apparently
do
GI surrenders tearfully to the amuse·
pieces
of
legislation
which
definite~
herein are not necessary those of the USF admin·
istratlon .
·
this as a short term loan. This loan ment of the mini-soldier.
ly
affect
students.
Offices: University Center 222, phone 988·4131;
Certain pages are "educational. "
Publisher and General Manager, ext. 618;~ News, ext.
:.. The fate of the Student Bill of may cost them their enrollment.
619; Advertising, ext. 62<1. Deadlines: general news
there is little education in the sense
(But
Rights is still undecided. This bill The University has 1the authority to
and ads, Wedne.sday far following Wednesday; letters
that
we
know it. ) Their "education" is
to •dltor, 5 p.m., Thursdayi classffleds, 2 p.rh., fri· -. would._ define the rights guaranteed
expel a student or take him to
doy.
·. :. ·
at
indoctrinating the minds of inaimed
Polly Wea ver ------ ------- ----- --- --- - --""' - -- - Ed itor
in tli~'.first ten amendments of the . court on any count of a worthless nocent children who do not know anyMa r io Ga1 cia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ed.if or
Constitutions for students at USF. check.
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thing beyond what their parents tell
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Occasionally the returned check them at home.
It is•.a little known .fact that the
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· fir.s t .bill ever passed by the SA leg- may be due to an error by the
Dora n Cushing _ ___ _______ Sports Editor
The government has control of every
Phill?p Runnels _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - Fi ne A·rts Editor
bank, but this is infrequent and is · child for almost eight'hours every day.
islature .. provided for just such a
'Marc;iie Sisk - ______ _ - _ _ _ Feat Ure Editor
Ubangi. lt was pitiful from the first day
Dear Bob:
Randy Jones _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PhOto Editor ·
Bill of Rights. But student indo- usually just a miscalculation.
To any child .between the ages of 6 and
on.
Pat Hill ___ --------- ----- ----- Advertising Manager
I tried to get hold of you during the
To be safe be sure to check your 15, this is plenty of time to absorb the
Prof. Walter E. Grisdi ____ G e nera l Ma nager
lence prevented any significant acFirst of all, I had a tough time· underDr. Arthur M: Sa nderson _ _ __ - ___ Pub lisher
past week, but you were not in the office
checks before a rubber stamp· Communist doctrine that Castro and his
tion until now.
standing
what he was saying most of the
when I \vent by to talk to you. Really , I
followers wish him to learn.
The revisions to the Board of causes them to bounce.
time.
I
don't
know whether this stemmed
think you might do well to spend at least

Communist Magazine Reviewed
By Oracle Editor From Cuba

0R)\.CLE

~·hn a ging

IT IS A FACT that many Cuban families refuse to send their children to
school. Others do . an extra effort of
washing out the indoctrination received
by their children from teachers.
It is also a fact that Bohemia magazine is not a favorite publication with
most Cubans on the island.
The history of this traditional magazine is somehow ironic. A national publication for many years, Bohemia was one
of Cuba's most highly rated magazines.
When Castro took power, its editors
abandoned the country and went into
exile.
A NEW ERA of Bohemia, Bohemia
Libre, was started in Puerto Rico by the
exiled editors. Now the magazine is pub.
lished in Venezuela and distributed
throughout Latin America.
The Communists decided to keep the
name so well known by millions of Cubans rather than doing away with it, as
they did with everything else that
looked, sounded, or smelled pre-Castro.
PRESIDENT JOHNSON is seen in a
Vietnam-related cartoon, cofI!pletely
wrapped up in wires from which he is
unable to stick out anything but his head
with a huge Texan hat.
Rap Brown's name is given VIP
treatment in a section labeled "Yanquilandia" or Yankeeland. Brown is quoted
saying: "The streets of American cities
will be battle fields against racial oppression.
"And Negro soldiers returning from
Vietnam will be soldiers in this campaign against centuries of discrimination."
The sports section is a " story of success." It mentions all the tonrnaments

one column commenting on this godawful situation.
As I once told you, I attended several
other schools, even one with the quarter
system, but none of them were anything
like this inept fiasco USF has managed
to conjure up from the mire of outmoded politics.
ACTUALLY, 1 don't blame USF for
this mess. I realize that if the universities had a choice in the matter, they
would have chosen a different way of
doing things. But, then, Florida and its
leadership have not been very noted for
doing things the right or easy way at all.
To tell you the truth, Bob, and to
complain a little, I'm exhausted. At the
other schools I attended I used to breeze
through 18 or 21 hours with no sweat;
but I broke my back this term trying to
tackle a mere 15. And my two-day vacation is really going to help a lot - like
heck it will.
Let me get off this kick and sigh a
note of relief that, at least, this much is
over. Also, a short word about an incident really tragic, or I should say, pathetic.
IN A POOR mental state, I decided to
take a course in directed studies, XYZ
699.435, Cro-Magnon Neolithic Anthropology, taught by a visiting professor from
Uganda, called for lack of better name
and brevity, Smith. I understand that he
was in an honors program for research
at Ubangi University and received some
sort of degree after a few years in the
field.
Actua'!ly, Professor Smith had been
operating under a system very similar to
the semester system when he was at

from his not speaking English clearly, or
not at all.
'.l'O MAKE A LONG story short, he
never became aware that we were operatipg on any system other than what he
had been adjusted to before.
He crept ahead at the semester pace
despite the complaints of his students,
one of whom I happened to be.
During the fifth: week most of our
class began asking about midterm
exams and final papers. He said th.a t the
midterm would be given in three or four
weeks and the !final paper would be due
in eleven weeks. None of us understood
what he _was taildng about, and as we
became increasingly more disturbed and
intolerant, he appeared even more aloof
and beyond us.
SIX, SEVEN, eight, nine weeks rolled
by and the voice of the class grew louder. At the same time the prof, good old
Smith, grew more oblivious to our hints,
complaints, and catcalls.
Last week was a dream or a night:
mare, I don't know which. While all of
our classmates were taking fina.J. exams,
we were preparing for our midterm in
Smith's class.
I don't know what to do this term.
Smith is expecting a paper in five weeks
final in six. I don't know what to do,
but I won't worry about. More than anything, I wonder what will happen to
Smith; I just hope he doesn't die of maladjustment.
Nothing more than a lengthy comment and complaint ·on my part. I was
just kidding about the column and all;
this wouldn't be suitable for publication.
Your friend,
T. Phineas Phlume
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News Quiet

OUR READERS . WRITE

Security Head Blasts Oracle Editorial

LONDON - It should not be laxity, and partly an orga- mittee in tumultuous Canton
thought that_ all is_ quiet in nized use of those weapons last month, for the first time
China just because China has long denied to Chinese unions, a majority of China's prov- EDITOR:
ny, or damage to private
temporarily dropped out . of the go-slow and 'the strike. On inces reached the rank of
Some three or four Vl(eeks property. Please rest assured
top of this is a high rate of "revolutionary."
the headlines.
ago The Oracle lamba.Sted, that the members of the SecuThis is progress of a sort. quite rightly, a certain public rity Patrol and deputy sherNearly two years after it theft and sabotage.
Neither the labor situation But, agii.in, it is not so much official of Hillsbm;~ugh County iffs of Hillsborough County,
started, and six months after
Chairman · Mao clapped the nor _the general level of so~ial · progress as China's leaders because be bad made state; will enforce them when the
brake on, the "cultural rev.0:: tension is · as bad as it was must · have hoped, especially nients concerning drug usage occasion arises.
lution" has not yet thrashed last summer before Mao s~ce th~ new committees at USF ~thout giving supCertainly we could use
1
inade his -'first seriOW) · at- '1 look as if they have been porting facts.
_ I
' itself out.
more men. There is probably
tempts to put the brakes · on c.reated to .pretty over some ·- Now, in the issue of March
fi htin"·
. -'-Th e Ch m""e
not a department in the Uni' · f ti ald" t
are g g a
war of isms. One day . the [_ the cultural revolution. But maJor ~c hon thispuhalfes. f th
6, The Oracle itself ·falls into versity- that could . not use
e the same error. The lead edie o er
. . l"1Sm, tli e . things are almost ·certainly . ....Here
. .factiona
'
t di! o
· ts'is t'
more personnel, iiicluding .the
1s
enemy
emma. torial on auto vandalism
much worse than the -Chinese .maolS · curren
th d
h·
·
xt d
Oracle.
the
.in
not
are
people
The
.
~xpected
have
might
,ay ana~c lSm, _e d" a! leaders
ne
after economlSm or m lVlleaves the casual r.eader with
d · th
b
d
•
Our greatest need at this
_ after six months of damping moo_ . to o ey or_ers, e_ ~u- the impression that vandals,
·
d all
time, however, is more coopthonties .are not m a condition
I down. ·
..
u sm.
thieves, and tire slashers run eration from the student body.
to issue them.
. Not a day goes by without ~
Six months ago, the Chinese rampant through the parking Any student who .sees a
Th_e ctqtur<;' revolution hall
newspaper 1 tirade against . at
1
were- probably confi- lots at night.
leaders
the
O~mar~
~
least one Of these alien creeds cle3:flY left
crime being committed, or
Here again, as in the case any sort of suspicious circumwhich are· said to· be under- psycho~gy of_ the . Chilies~ .. dent that all they needed was
mining the one official ism of peopl~. 'l'he e~e:?ence of\ a bit of good housekeeping to of the pot parties, actually fig- stance, should immediately, go
· ltur al rev.- 'ures do not bear out these al- to the nearest telephone/ and
throwmg· off the
·
Mab ·
th · ti"d y up aft er th e cu
, ngiCI controls
It sounds _like a scholastic of _the world~ most a~ . ori- olution. ·Tue · isins of recent legations. In fact, they tell dial 628 or 629, or, if he- candebate. ~l_!t whil:t the isms ~d ~anan state wa~ so exhila,rat- months should have · taught quite a different story, as we not remember · that, simply
·abstractions boil down to 1S mg that fe~- -~op!~ "."ant to them othen\rise. ·Your move, shall See.
dial 0 for the operator, and resomething much simpler and see tjiat .autliontananlSm ri; Chairman Mao.
DURING THE first 70 days port what he Ila~ seen.
turn.
more concrete. ·
of this year, Jan. 1, to March _ ·Within minutes, sometimes
Even / more im~rtant, in
Factionalism, ~ anarchism,
10, only twelve cases of van- secondS, a trained, efficient
economism and individualism the short term, is-tlie fa'ct that
• dalism, theft or auto molesta- Securicy Officer will be on the
'a re just many-syllabi~ ways the machinery for . asserting_
tion were reported ·to us here scene to deal with whatever is
of saying ' that the Chinese these ccintro15 _.,was ·destr~yed ., s'
in the Campus Security Office, going on.
people have stopped taking during the cultural r~volution
as occurring during the hours
This service is available 60
and has not yet been restored.
)
orders.
of darkness.
of every hour,
minutes
.The Ihstructional Materials
Everyone · guessed t h i s · The psychological .. factor
These ranged from someone 24-hours of every day. ·.
Library
the
in.
located
·Center,
,
Peking
'
would happen with the Red comes in here too.
with ~ tennis shoes allegedly
We are here to protect :md
Guards. Ever since Chairman tried to set up an 'irlstant sub- · basement,. is scheduled to kicking a dent in the side of a
Mao sent his teenagers out on stitute for the communist move to the first floor .of the car, causing, according to the to serve the students and ·staff
of USF, and we are as close
the rampage 18 months ago, party under the name of " rev- Education Building soon.
owner, some $25.00 damage, as the nearest" telephone.
is
shelves
for
space
of
Lack
:
·
committees."
olutionary
speculating
people have been
to the theft of an electric guiL.L.STUART
But these committees were causing the delay. The new tar, agaiif valued by the
about his chances of getting
Senior Officer,
slow · irt forming and even area will contain a processing owner, at $350.00.
them under control again.
Night Security Patrol
stuaudio-visual
~or
room
Six moµths ago he ordered slower in gaining ·real -control
·T9tal damage, or value 'lf
''
the Guards to turn in their .- mainly because ·the ·revolu- dents.
articles stolen, amounted to
weapons and go home and . tionary leaders· ; were too , Besides books, records, and $650.00, ow_ilers · estimate; of
back to school. Some of them .drunk on their new power a,nd· tests on loan, the Center also which :'$488.00 worth was redid go and Map did manage to freedom to share it with their rents tape· recorders, phono- ported · stolen, and the bal- · DEAR EDITOR:
In reading the article on Dr.
stop the worst Of the violence. . erstwhile allies and get down graphs, a:nd projectors.
ance, $162.00 was actual damGessman, I must confess that
The Center is open from 9 ·age.
But today a great many to -the business of governing.
I agree with all 'of his tenets
Since the beginning · of this a ..m. to 9 p.m. on · Monday~,
youngsters are not yet studyIf we can make a conservaing or working again. Some of year, ·seven . new provincial ·Wednesday,s and · Friday,s tive estimate of 500 cars to a point; however several
them- are "pottering about ,at committees have been formed and 9 a.m. to :4 p.m. on Tues- parked on campus every questions arose as I read,
home" ,and others are still . -1 more than in the whole of days and Thursdays~ H is also night, and each car with and I would like to discuss
trying to throw their weight last year. With the establish- open from 10 a.m. to 2 ·p.m. whatever is carele'ssly left in one of two of them here.
How does one justify· the
around in the name of revolu- ment of the provincial com~ Saturdays.
it, as being worth $500.00, it is
of Latin? The pre111ise
study
. , .
tion. .
armarent that damage from
study is a ~erital
such
that
And of course . the Red ·
the
in
theft or vandalism has
Guards· are not the only ones
first two months and ten days exercise which aids the develwith a cultural i;-evo•utionary
of this year been about one- opment of the mind bas been
bangoyer.
, quarter of one percent of total proven wrong by psychological studies. There is nothing
A bigger problem for the
value.
Chinese "leaders now are the
' Or, to put it another way to show that such studies deworkers who are refusing to
using the above figures, a res- velop the thinking abilitfes
go back to work or, if they do
ident student could park his any better than the study of
'go, arrive late, leave early .
car for three quarters per logic.
argued
__
be
ALSO
MAY
IT
and take time off for their
year for thirteen years and
own amusement.
one month before the law of that one becomes proficient
Like the ·Red Guards, these
averages would indicate that in reading the ancients. Do we
workers have tasted freedom.
his cat would be molested. If not have adequate translations
They are not about to fall
·
he kept it locked these figures of the ancients?
back 'into their ·old "routines
woul_d double and more, for·
without . some incentive · to
out · of the six ·cases reported
make it worth their while.
of theft from a car, four were
Some of them have found
I
.
from .an unlocked car!
their own incentive: they set
quesin
EDITORIAL
THE
up private trading ' networks ·
clearer. laws.
tion asks
to exchange the products of
The ·statutes of the State of
th_e ir factory for other desiraFlorida are quite clear as reQle goods.
lates to grand and petit larceBut the government has not
been able to offer them anything besides Maoist slogans
because material Incentives,
by Maoist definition, are ·the
1
stock-in-trade of the revisionists.
So much of Chinese industry 11
5tGNEO UP fa<'. A YeAR m~- J01NW1l!E 60Cl~1Y ~ A
nciw s~rns to' be suffering
CAMPLl?..:~r11cKE'T7?,~ A ~Ei - 5l!SSGRlEJf[7 TD
06-f~
- "Voyage of the Phoenix,'' a
from tliat eommon capitalist
MPl1A11Nr!-GOI A Ct-lf5r X'-?AY~ENRCL.1£0 IN 1llE
ALUir1NI
1J.IE
GO-minute color documentary
disease, ;labor troubles~ It is _
FUN & GAME-7 CLl6, !3'Uf'I COLJLON'.1 Gt=f IN AN'( CLJ\"'55~-G. 11
film, will be shown Tuesday
partly a matter of individual
evening in the Fine Arts Audi.
torium at 7:30 and 9.
The film docUm.ents the
events which too~ place when
a group of Quakers, in an act
of mercy, carried Supplies to
North Vietnam last spring.
,...,
There will be no admission
charge. The . film is sponsored
by USF F~ Classics and
The American Friends Service Committee ....;. Tampa Bay
Area.
"Variety" said, " 'Voyage
of the Phoenix' had · !Ill the
S1J$pense of ii- film chiller.' '.
Film Classics also presents
"Le, Bonheur" tonight at 8 in
the Business Administration
Auditorium. The film depicts
~ bus.band and his fove for
two women, and the complications that develope. ·

Center Move
Del~yed ,

Latin Rapped

Some also argue · that the recitation, short papers, weekstudy of Latin improves the ly tests, recapitulati(!ns and.
study of English. This- is discussion methods to evaluiodeed a devastating indict- ate the class as well as indiment of scholars of English vidual student's cumulative
who have not perfected effi- progress toward their goal.
This~then should permit in
cient methods for the study of
English. The truth or error of many inStances the avpidance
the entire debate I leave in of nerve ~ shattering and
the hands of my academic !;U- . frequently ~ meaningless final
examinations that more often
periors.
But, make no mistake, I do . than not measure oilly the stunot condenm the study of , dent's 1short , period retention '
Latin. In fact, I am grieved of a conglomeration of
that I cannot read Quintillian theories, facts, and statements garnered in slavelike
in his original tongue..
TOM THOMPSON fashiol\ and proffered in an asSs.5 sigued room ·at an assigned
h01.lr (and likely appraised by
an assigned machine).
Isn'. t it about time in our
progressive academic evoluEDITOR:
Like so many others here on ,tion to. view ·the unpleasant
campus I find during -finals uselessness of archaic final
week a · persistent thought examinations pragmatically?
whispering in my tired brain. - Instead, let the final- week
· Why can't there be more ' of each term be fruitfully
courses of study offered, to . used in a tension-free atmostudents where they are in- sphere reviewing the values
duced ·to strive for realistic of the course. Then send the
and respqnsible comprehension student along his busy _way .
and retention of the disci- with a mind still open · for expline's content and its ·mean- ploration and the realization
that there will always be
ing?
Courses of this type would. be muc'h more to learn.

finals. Archaic

conducted by an instructor

employing any ·or all of oral

#
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ROSS POE

Read Red ,Chief
EDITOR:
Before any students are
te~pted to carry out Bob
Brown's phophecy in his\ col\
umn of March 6, I recommend that they read 0. Henry's "The Ransom Of ' Red
Chief."
DONAµ) R. HARKNESS
Associate Professor
The American Idea
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.
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'If it wasn't for these little pieces of leather, news
might never get to pres-s. These shoes carry our.refirstnews
the
up .unbeaten paths to report
·, · porters.
'
•
I
'
,
hand: Occasionally they ~top t_o give us 'a rest . . .
After all, they know .. ~ WE;RE ONLY HUMAN!

The Oracle
Poll'l Weaver
Editor

R. Pat Hill
Advertising Manager

John Etridge, 2 CBS, will
study French this summer at
the College de Sainte Anne de
Ia Pocatiere, · Province of
Quebec.
His expenses will be paid by
the College and the Peace
Corps training · center for
French Africa.
. The curriculum will include
extensive lab practice and
tutoring as well as the learning tbe advan'tage of living in
an entirely French-speaking
commUnity.

Weiss. O'Sullivan New
Tampa Princetou Men
. Burton Wiess, professor of
psych,ology, and Peter O'Sullivan, assistant professor of
theatre arts, were elected to
offices in the Suncoast Princeton Associa~ion last .month.
Wiess was elected president
and O'Sullivan director of the
Tampa-Bay area Princeton
University Alumni Association.

I.

A SAILING WE WILL GO ...
in a snap fr~nt cotton denim jacket with
drawstring bottom, attached hood and
matchi1{g short. Solid colors of red,white,
.navy or black. Also ~ssorted vibrant prints;
sizes 3-13. Set · $11. Young Junior Spm:tswear, ·'West Shore ·Plaza· and Downtown.

JOIN THE LOOK-:IN ...
· delicious peppermint st.r ipe coatdress
styled in cotton/Dacron® polyester. Chic
tailoring, double breasted with lustrous
_white buttO!)S. Inverted ·back pleat with
martingale belt. Req/white, navy/white~
sizes 5-13. $21. Junior Dresses, West Shore
Plaza and Downtown.

FLORIDA'

Holcomb Surprised

Porsches Swee p Sebring

USF Student Bruce Cameron Works Deiectedly

Smith Takes
.Badminton
Tournament
I

MONEY: THE STORY OF AN ENGIN'~ER
We all know, of course, that in this age ·Of technology
every engineering senior is receiving fabulous offers of
employment, but do we realize just how fabulous these
offers are? Do we comprehend just how keenly industry
is competing? To illustrate, let me cite the true and typical case of E. Pluribus Ewbank, a true and typical senior.
One day last week while strolling across the M.I.'l!
campus, E. Pluribus was hailed by a portly and prosperous man who sat in a yellow convertible studded with
precious gem stones. "Hello," said the portly and prosperous man, "I am Portly Prosperous, president of
American Xerographic Data Processing and Birth Control, Incorporated. Are you a senior?"
"Yes, sir,'' said E. Pluribus.
"Do you like this car?" said Portly.
"Yes, sir," said E. Pluribus.
"It's yours,'' said Portly.
"Thanks, hey,'' said E. ·Pluribus.
"Do you like Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades?"
said Portly.
"What clean living, clean shaven American does not?"
·
·
said E. Pluribus.
- "Here is a pack," said Portly. "And a new pack will
be delivered to you every twelve minutes as long as you
live."
_
"Thanks, hey,'' said E. Pluribus. ·
"Would your wife like a mink coat?" said Portly.
"I feel sure she would,'' said E. Pluribus, "but I am
not married."
"Do you want to-be?" said Portly.
"What clean living, clean shaven American does not?"
said E. Pluribus.
Portly pressed a button on the dashboard of the convertible and the trunk opened up and out came a nubile
n:aiden with golden ~air, rosy ,knees, a perfect disposi- .
tion, and the appendix already removed. "This is Svetlana O'Toole," said Portly. "Would you like to marry her?"
"Is her appendix out?" said E. Pluribus.
"Yes," said Portly.
"Okay, hey," said E. Pluribus.
"Congratulations,'' said Portly. "And for the happy
bride, a set of 300 monogrammed prawn forks."
"Thanks, hey,'' said Svetlana.

"Now then," said Portly to E. Pluribus, ''let us get
down to business. My company will start you at $75,000
a year. You will retire at full salary upon reaching the
age of 26; We will give you an eleven-story house made of
lapis lazuli, each room to be stocked with edible furniture. ·
You_r children will receive a pack of Persorina Super
Stamless Steel Blades every twelve minutes as long as they
shall live. We will keep your teeth in good repair and also
the teeth of your wife and children unto the third generation. We will send your dentist a pack of Personna Super
Stainless Steel Blades every twelve minutes as long as
he shall live, and thereafter to his heirs and assigns .. •
Now, son, I want you to think carefully about this offe r.
Meanwhile here -is 50 thousand dollars in small, unmarked bills which places you under no obligation whatsoever."
· "Well, it certainly seems like a fair offer," said E.
Pluribus. "But there is something Yon should know. I am
not an engineer. In fact I don't go to M.I.T. at all.' ! just
walked over here to admire the trees. I am at Harvard,
majoring in Joyce Kilmer."
·
"Oh,'' said Portly.
"I. guess I don't get to keep the money and the convertible and the Personnas and the broad, do I?" said E.
Pluribus.
"Of course you do," said Portly. "And if you'd like the
job, my offer still stands."
.

4
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. The 27th Annual Southern
Badminton Association Invitational Tournament was played
in the USF Gymnasium
March 15-17.
Players from variou~ southern states competed in eight
individual events.
Clint Smith downed Butch
Keborkian 15-3, 15-4, to take
the men's singles championship.; Betty ' Brown defeated
JoAnne Young 11-4, 11-1, for
the women's title.
Charles Holbrook and Smith
teamed in the men's doubles
to drop Hugh Berryn\an and
Harry Clark 15·11, 10-15, 15-10.

By DORAN CUSHING
three-liter engine until later
this year.
Sports Edit-Or
No serious injuries were reIt was a Porsche weekend
during the race weekported
at Sebring as the 270 horsepower prototypes easily won end, although several cars
their second straight Ameri- were demolished. A three-car ·
can endurance race this year. accident knocked out the
!'orsche took five of the top tiger - striped Venezuelan
10 positions in the Saturday entry, a Porsche 906E.
A partially disembered Corenduro, and won the threecontinued after the navette
Transhour under-two-liter
American race with seven tional endurance racing tour.
Many of the same pro91l's in the top 10.
and grand touring cars
totypes
In Friday's Formula Vee
mce, Joie Chitwood of Tampa ':'ill be competing at Targafinished third, one lap behind Floria, Italy, Nurburgring,
Germany, and Le Mans,
Hugh Kleinpeter's Beach.
Kleinpeter's wflming Volks- France.
The World Challenge for
wagen - powered racer averand Endurance trophy
Speed
aged almost 87 mph over the
presented to the manube
will
twisting 5.2-mile S e b r _i n g
facturer compiling the most
track.
in this series of racing.
USF student Milo Vega points
237
Porsche
49
l
- 226
Porsche
51
2
drove two cars in the speed
221
Cam a ro
15
3
weekend. His Formula Vee
217
Camaro
16
4
217
MUSTANG
was sixth in the 1200 cc class, 65 331 Co
208
rvette
and a blown engine eliminat208
Po rsche
59
7
204
Po rsche
60
•8
ed the number 86 Triumph 9 61 Porsche
203
195
TR-4 from the 12-hour race. 10 « MG-C
195
Mustang
33
11
American entries did sur- 12 24 Javelin
193
190
Porsche
62
prisingly well. Two Chevrolet 13
187
La ncia
72
l4
185
MG
and
74
15
Camaros finished third
184
Fo rd GT
30
16
fourth, just ahead of the Ford 17 38 Mustang
184
183
MGB
66
18
Mustang piloted by Jerry 19 80 Corvette
171
168
Titus and Ron Bucknum.
Porsche
58
20
168
Camara
1921
The newest entrant into rac- 22 20 Camara
164
161
Jaguar
84
23
in'g, · American Motors, has 24:
161
Camara
18
159
two of its three cars running 25 23 Couga r
158
Co rvette
7
at the end. Number 26, driven 26
158
Camaro
17
27
157
by Peter Revson , George Foll- 9 29 Ford GT
157
Porsche
64
29
man, and John Martin, fin- ~ g MGB
JG
144
JaveHn
26
31
ished 12th.
140
Beach
95
32
130
Early in the race the car 33 85 Yenko
125
Austin Healey
73
34
ran out of gas out. on the :ls 27 Mustang
98
132 ONF
camaro
course, costing the Javelin at 37j6 7614 Howmet
124 ONF
Turbine
103 ONF
Lola
9
least 10 laps. Almost one-half 38
90 ONF
Javelin
25
hour was lost when the driver 30
Bl ON F
Lotus
68
40
72 ONF
Tr iumph
96
42
ran back to the pits for fuel. 43
67 DNF
Lancia
71
63DNF
The whistling Howmet tur- 44 32 Mustang
61 ONF
Lola
11
45
ran fast and furious 46
bine
59 DNF
Triumph
86
55 ONF
Camaro
21
47
for seven hours, averaging 48
49 ONF
Triumph
47
48 DNF
Cor vette
4
close to 100 mph and moved 49
46 ONF
up to sixth place before a bro- 5152 6181 Porsche
43 ON F
Camaro
DNF
-13
Corvette
2
53
ken engine mount forced it to
43 ONF
Mustang
37
54
retire.
ON F
40
Ca maro
12
55
40 ONF
Lo la
10
F u e l starvation created 56
39 ONF
Alp ine
42
57
36 DNF
early problems, but the exper- 58 28 F ord
35 ONF
Porscho
55
59
imental turbine was :keeping 60 39 F errari
33 DNF
25 ONF
Mustang
36
61
pace with the Porsches.
16 ONF
Po rsc he
56
62
16 ONF
Hollywood actor J a m e s 63 34 Mustang
12 ONF
Lo la
8
64
Gardner sponsored four Lola- 65
11 ONF
Mustang
35
10 ONF
Cougar
22
66
Chevrolet MK Ill's, which 67
7 ONF
Porsche 50
placed among the top 10 in 68 93 TVR
6 ON .
qualifying times.
All four ran into-mechanical
problems and dropped out before dark.
Missing from the starting
lineup was the Alfa Romeo
New -pool hours will go into '
team cif T-33's, which finished effect Quarter III. The Argos
fifth, sixth, and seventh at the outdoor pool will be open
Daytona Continental this year. Monday through Friday, 12:30
Alfa engineers delayed the
to 5:30 p.m. Saturday and
appearance of their new Sunday the pool will be open
from 1 to 6 p.m.
The Natatorium will be
open from 7 to 9 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

car

New Pool Hours
Set Quarter .111 -

1-M Deadline
This Friday

NCAA," Holcomb said.
The Brahman chief said 'Ile
is corresponding with nearly
30 prospects from St. Louis.
USF will have two full service
awards open for soccer in '68.
"I hope to pick up two or
three . top players for next
year," he said. "However, the
prospects are taking longer
deciding whether they want to
play here or not than in past
seasons."
The Brahmans have scheduled only one out-of-state
opponent thus far. USF will
probably play St. Louis in St.
Louis early next season if the
schedule is approved.
~~~~~~~~~~~-

CASEY'S
·BARBER SHOP

Golf Tournament
Deadline Near
Qualifying for the Babe Za~
harias Cancer Fund golf tournament closes this weekend at
USF and 12 other participating Tampa courses.
Playoffs among the top 12
l,JSF golfers in the men's and
women's - divisions will be
April 6.
The top two golfers in each
division then compete for the
city championship at Pebble
Creek Golf Course April 13
against the winners from
other participating courses.
A $1 entry fee is charged,
which goes to the cancer society. Golfers may enter the
tourney as many times as desired.

Handicaps are subtracted
from gross scores, and results
are compiled using net scores.
Thus a golfer shooting a 95
having a 20 handicap would
have a net score cif 75. Participants without handicaps will
be assigned one by the golf
pro.
The maximum handicap for
men is 23 and 33 for the
women.
_L. Maloney is leading the
men's division with a 71. In
front for the women is Dottie
Bloom's 70.
A net score in the 70's

would probably assure an entrant .a position in the USF
playoffs.

SEPARATE WAITING
ROOM WITH COLOR TV

TERRACE PLAZA
56th St. & Temple Terrace
OPEN 9-9 Daily Exe, Sun.

"The St. Pete Times is
morally honest in its reporting."
'

- Claude Kirk

In this, the governor and The Times
for once agree.
There is another way of saying
"morally honest."
Call it "integrity."
Did you know you can have The St.
Petersburg Times delivered to
your home in the Tampa area be·
fore breakfast every morning?
Phone 229·2300 for guaranteed
home delivery service.
Only 65c a week, daily and Sunday.

r§t_ tirtrrshurg IDimr.s
~~RIOA'S IEST NEWSPAPE!

Miss Brown and Miss
Friday is the deadline for
Young defeated Virginia An- entries in men's Quarter III
derson and Elma Roane 15-10, intramural softball arid ten15-9, for the women's doubles . nis.
crown.
Required softball officials'
are sched\Iled Friday
clinics
·Bob Love and Mrs. Anderin PED 113, and
p.m.
2
at
and
Holbrook
defeated
son
Tuesday.
and
Monday
Miss Brown 8-15, 15-5, 15-9, in
track and field
three-day
A
the mixed doubles, and Red
April 25-27.
set
is
meet
Thomas won the veteran
Entries must be in the Inmen 's singles title.
tramural Office (PED 100)
Dan Kamperman and Clark before April 17.
dropped Taylor ·Caffery and
Sigma Nu captured the softFred Estopinal 15-6, 15-5, for ball and tennis titles last
the veteran doubles cham- year.
pionship.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won
Love and Mrs. Anderson de- only one field event but
(eated Kamperman and Mrs. placed high in most events to
Roane 9-15, 15-10, 15-6, in the win the track and field meet
last year.
veteran mixed doubles. 1

liVe in a mounta in
of luxury*
They said it couldn't be done. But boy, did we show 'em! We built a mountain of luxury - Fontana Hall. We stocked the mountain with elegance, delicious food, a pool
and other definite advantages. The result? Utopia, well almost. Besides all the fun,
Fontana Hall also provides an C!tmosphere geared to academic motivation. Does
commutting really save you all that money? At any rate, Fontana Hall is a fot more
fun. Move into the mountain.

May I Suggest ...
JBailit'~ <Campu~ 5bop
Clothing For The
Traditional Young ~Ian

• Air conditioned rooms
• Wall-to-wall carpeting
• Private baths

• Spacious 2 student
• Swimming pool
rooms with
• Vibrant decor
semi-private study and
• 20 delicious meals
living area
weekly

four blocks South of USF

*FONTANA HALL

10202 North 30th Street

932-4391

@I,., Max Sb.U-

Spe.aking of wealth, if you want a truly rich, trul1
l~ur1!'u11 ahave, try Peraonna Blades, regular or injeotor, wtth Burma-Shave, regular o·r menthoL There'• c
champagne 1have on a beer budget!

Soccer coach Dan ·Holcomb
said he was "very surprised"
that Pres. John S. Allen approved applying for membership in the NCAA.
"We would have definitely
been in the NCAA Tournament in St. Louis last season
if we had been NCAA members," he said.
Holcomb said USF would
have an excellent chance for
an invitation next year if the
National Soccer Coaches Association approves at-large
berths at its next meeting.
"Our players will have
more to shoot for next season
if we are accepted into the
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Brahman Netters Take
Two Of Three On ROad
USF's men 's tennis team
raised its season record to 4-2
with out-of-state victories over
.Pfieffer College and North
Carolina Sta'i:e last weekend.
Wake Forest spoiled the
start of the Brahman road
trip by defeating USF, 8-1.
Wake Forest is undefeated.
The doubles team of Dan
Perkins and Mike Saine salvage~ the only win against
Wake Forest, and now have
won five consecutive matches.
USF started back on winning ways against Pfieffer
with a 8-1 victory. Freshman

RINEHAR'J;
. . . Captain.

benstein (Wake Forest) defeated Tim ' Barrett (USF)
6-1, 6-3. Ed Parker (Wake
Forest) defeated Dan Perkins
(USF) 6-4, 6-4. Dan Ashcraft
(Wake · Forest) defeated Jim
Rinehart (USF) 6-2,' 6-0. Grayson Brown (Wake Forest) defeated Mike Saine luSF) 6-3,
6-1. Ken West (Wake Forest)
defeated Herb Yohner (USF)
7-5, 6-3. Cliff Pearce (Wake
Forest) defeated Dick Martin
(USF) 7-5, 6-4.
Rubenstein and P a r k e r
(Waj{e Forest) defeated Barrett and Yohner (USF) 6-3,
6-4. Perkins and Saine (USF)
defeated A s h c r a f t and
MacYettie (Wake Forest) 6-3,
6-1. Pearce and Cox (Wake
Forest) defeated Rinehart and
Martin (USF) 6-0, 8-6.
Barrett (U S F) defeated
Rick Knapp (Pfieffer) 6-1, 8-6:
Perkins (USF) defeated Tom
Le\vis (Pfieffer) 6-3, 5-7, 6-2.
Rinehart (USF) defeated Dan
Smith (Pfieffer) 6-3, 6-8, 6-4.
Saine (USF-) defe11ted Art
Marshall (Pfieffer) 6-1, 8-6.
Yohner (USF') defeated Don
Allred (Pfieffer) · 6-0, 6-0.
Glenn Brewer (USF) defeated
Jim Wollen (Pfieffer) 9-7, 6-1 .
Knapp and Smith (Pfieffer)
defeated Barrett and Yohner
(USF) 8-6, 6-2. Perkins and
Saine (USF) defeated Lewis
and Marshall (Pfieffer) 6-1,
6-2. Rinehart and Brewer
(USF) defeated . Allred and
· Wollen (Pfieffer) 6-2, 6-1.
Jim Donnan (NCS) defeated
Barrett (USF) 9-11, 9-7, 6-4.
Perkins (USF) defeated Jim
· , ·Hunt (NCS) 6-1, 6-3. 'Rinehart
· (USF) defeated Bunny Coward (NCS) 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. Saine
(USF) defeated Jay Ginsburg
(NCS) 6-3, 6-2. Yohner tUSF)
defeated Porky Byrd (NCS)
_ 6-4, 6-3. Martin (USF) defeated Jack Blankenhorn (NCS)
6-3, 6-4.
Donnan and Hunt (NCS) defeated Barrett and Yohner
(ISF) 6-4, 6-4. Saine and Perkins (USF) defeated Coward
and Byrd (NCS) 8-6, 4-6, 6-2.
Martin and Rinehart (USF)
defeated Ginsburg and Blank·
enhorn (NCS) 6-4, 6-2. ·

Glenn Brewer played in his 11-9, 7-9, 4-6, in a three-hour
first intercollegiate match_wrle- match.
fe~ting Pfieff'er •s Jim Wollen, . The doubles match that fol9-7, 6-1.
lowed ended in near-darkness .
Brewer substituted for Dick
Taylor was "very pleased
with the ' results,. and the trip
:Martin who injured his ankle brought the team together."
against Wake Forest.
Friday and Saturday after. USF coach ·Spafford Taylor noon USF will meet DePauw
said, "Pfieffer was surprising- Uni~ersity in two -crucial
ly strong, but our, men adjust- home matches on the. lighted
ed real well."
tennis courts.
.
North Carolina State put up
Taylor .said, "DePauw will
a lengthy fight but lost to be our closest competitor this .
USF, 7-2.
yeaF - our equal. We will
Tim Barrett lost to North have :to play consistently well
Ga~olina State's Jim Donnan,
to beat DePauw." Mike Ru-

SAINE
. . . undefeated .

PERKINS
. . . undefeatbd .

IN TENNIS

Women Take Sixth Win
. USF's women's tennis team squad had no trouble with
goes after 'its sixth straight Broward; but rain and cold
victory Saturday, 10 a.m., at weather bothered the BrahGainesville against the Flori- mans in the match.
da Gators.
Gwenda Adams dumped
The Brahmans upped their Diane Barber 6-2, 5-7, 6-3, givrecord to 6-1 with a 7-0 win ing USF a sweep in the sinover the Junior College of , gles competition.
'
Broward County at Broward
SOUTH FWRIDA kept the
Saturday.
pressure on Broward · in. the
Tish Adams downed Toni , doubles matches, winning
Barone in a tight set, 6-3, 4-6, both sets. Miss Nelson and
6-3. Chris Koutras defeated Miss ·Koutras teamed to
Broward's Chris Bessone 6-4, nudge Miss Barone and Miss
3-6, 6-2.
Bessone 5-7, 6-4, 6-3.
ELESA . NELSON dropped
Tish and Jacquie Adams
Bobbi- Maupin 6-1, 7-5, while had an easier time defeating
Jacquie Adams clipped Shar~ Miss Barber and Miss Maupin
on Crowe 6-4, 6-0.
6-1, 6-2.
Coach JoAnne· Youn g's
The win was USF's second
,7-0 triumph over Broward this
· season. The B r a h m a n s
downed Broward ·at USF ear, lier this year.

at Western Auto Now!
Brand NeW 1003
Nylon Cord;
DAVIS SENTRY
TIRES!
~o-a

· 0~1~

NO MONEY DOWN!

Tires Mounted Free! Expert Wheel Balancing!
Set of
Four
Price

Blackwall
Tubeless
Size
6.50 .0 xi :
1.1:,xl

Plus Fed.
Excise Tax
Each Tire

46.00 •
50.00

( /. ;jOxl~ )

1.89

Tulie Type
i.75x15
1,55
38.00.
~ Pl u s Federa l E xcise Ta x Shown and 4 Trade-in Tires
13" & 14" Whitewall Tubeless Only $2 More Each!

7.75xt5 Blackwall Tube type

s330~:%n~

.

Tax I::ach Tit~ &
4 Tmde-In Tirei.:

BRAKE OVERHAUL!

·--------.

.

SHOCK ABSORBERS!

I
I
I

Women's 1-M I
I
·oeadline
.-Wednesday •
I ........._.,..-_ _ ____,

Spring
Sports

l\IISS YOUNG'S women netters have a good shot at topping last year's .857 mark.
South Florida, with only· a 6'3
loss to Rollins at Winter Park
INTER-COLLEGIATE
' marring its record, could finRESULTS
ish 9-1, if it defeats Rollins
BASEBALL
USF 9
Stetson 4 here. ·
USF clinched the FSU InviUSF 7 ,
Hiram 0
Florida 8
- USF 3 t~tional Tournament with 21
Hiram 7
USF 4 points, even though the singles finals were mov.ed from ·
MEN'S TENNIS
March
10 to last Friday. .
Wake Forest 8 · ·
USF 1
Tish Adams and Peac'hes
USF 8
Pfeiffer 1
USF 7 · N. Carolina State 2 Bartk~vicz completed the finals, with Miss Bartkowicz,
WOMEN'S TENNIS
ranked
fourth in national sinUSF
Stetson 0
gles from Marymount College,
GOLF
USF 7th at Cape Coral Invita- winning 6-l, 6-0.
tional
INTER-COLLEGIATE
SCHEDULE
BASEBALL
Friday, 7 :30 p.m. USF vs.
Official weigh-ins for the
Dllke _at USF
USF Wrestling Tournament
Saturday, 1 p.m.
are set Monday 4 to 5:30 p.m_. ,
USF vs. Duke at USF
in the Gymnasium Wrestling
MEN'S TENNIS
Room.
Friday, 6:30 p.m. USF vs. DeTournament coordinator Dan
Pauw at USF
.Holcomb has 1 i s t e d nine
Saturday, 10 a.m.
weight classes, ranging from
USF vs. DePauw at USF
123 pounds and under to over
WOMEN'S TENNIS
191
pounds.
Sa>turday, 10 a.m. USF vs.
Prelims are scheduled for
Florida-at Gainesville
·,
GOLF
next Wednesday in the GymOPEN
nasium at 4 :15 . p.m. Finals

SALE

CHRIS
. . . another smash

Set Here
and consolation matches wm
be April 4.
_
E;.ach match \vill consist of
three 1-minute periods. All
pairings will be made after
Monday's weigh-ins.
. The tourney kicks off Greek
Week, which runs April 4-6.
Pi Kappa Alpha is sponsoring
a team trophy.
Holcomb has nearly 60
entries, led by Pi Kappa Alpha 's 13; Ph; :--lelta Theta's
11, and Theta c:;•s 10.

A Medical Answer For

Quarter ill women's intramurals opens with co-ed
·and doubles badminton, and
volleyball April -8. The dea~
line for ·entries is Api-il 3.
Golf had been scheduled for
this quarter, but has been
cancelled.
Required volleyball clinics
will be April 3 and 4 .in the
Physical Education building.
Last year Adrienne Kurtz
and Sharon Faro of the Basketweavers were the badminton doubles champions. The
co-ed winners were ' Patty
Lyons and Mike Shaw.
The Basketweavers captured the women's .volleyball
title last year.
POINT STANDINGS
Kappa Delta 635
PE Majors
, 623
Tri Delta
602
Basketweavers
543
Mary Ann's Injuns
538
Tri Chi
519
Delta Zeta
486
Delta Gamma
320
Gamma
' 315
Chi Omega
310
Mu 3 East
200
Alpha Delta Pi
184
Kappa
181
Mu 3 West
· 180
Delta Sigma Tau
170
Epsilon's Misfits
120
. Gamma 5 East
110
Delta ,_..
107
Fontana
50

I
I
I
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FOR ONLY

.. .

$2995

lndudes a ll
parts and labor
ne(essan·!
\\"ith this coup'>n

WHEEL ALIGNMENT!

MUFFLER

SPECIAL!
Here's what our
Trained Service
Experts will do ..•
Inspect your car's complete exhaust systemfrom motor to tailpipe.
Install new Wizard Supreme Muffier and check
·brackets and hani:ers.

I

I

FOR ONLY

~~~~~~~~.
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PE Tests Set
Apri'I l o~ 11

Proficiency tests for Qtiar~
ter ill in seven sports will be
given April 10-11 by the Physi·Promptly Relieves Pain
cal Ed~cation Department.
Students wishing to _waive
So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and
the swimming· requirement
must go to the natatorium
You're
Back Into Action
.
I
April 10 1 :30-3 p.m. with a
bathing suit and USF student
OCTORS who specialize in back troubles report most
identification.
·
aching backs are due to weak, tense muscles
Written exams for golf, tenwhich can go into painful spasm as ygu suddenly·
nis, and· archery will be· given
bend, stretch or twist. To relieve such backache doc- _
April 10 at 7:30 p.m: ii:t PED
tors recommend the pain-relief compound in Anacin• ·
113-114.
Analgesic tablets. And Anacin gives you more of this ..i
Tests for basketball, bowl. medication than any other-leading tablet.
ing, and fencing are schedAnacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly
uled for April 11 at 7:30 p.m.
relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissues, and so rein PED 113-114.
leases pressure on sensitive back nerves. Then notice
. Upon satisfactory complehow stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with
tion of the written exams, stu·
greater ease.
dents must arrange for a
skills test.in their sports area.
Only Anacin has this special fortified
· . All students 'expecting to
formula. It's not found in any other prod,·
~~
•,
f1 take one or more' of the profiuct. See if Anacin's exclusive formula
' doesn't work better for you.
--~~
ciency te~ts should si~n up at
• :'.:
-~ the Physical Education desk
-nrior to the test date.

D
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Wearwell Motor Oil

Carburetor Air Filt~r

Transmission Fluid

' Non-detergent 20, 30 or
40w. I-qt. 2Tl502,4,6 .

Cleans air and saves gas!
Flame-proof. R595?-99

Spin-On Oil Filter

Budget priced! Type A.
I -quart. 89490

Fits most '57-65 Fords. ·
Plym. '60-65. R5920

I.ow

Sizzler
Price~

17c

Reg.

33c

' Plym
~1:~~~,~~~:~
.• Dodge:
SS-6!;Ch..-.,
Pon!., Olds .•
&others.

•,

$1 ''
.

up to

$4.35

.JLow
Sizzler
·Price !

Re){.

. I

::!pedal
Sizzler ·
Sa\.·ing!

39c

U.95
/

Register For Free Color TV
~- FREE GIFTS - Key Chains, Rain Hats, Needle Packs
OPEN 9-9
Come In Today
I
Open Your
Handy
Charge Account

WESTERN AUTO
Terrace Plaza
56th St. & Temple Terrace

• No Cash Needed
• Us~ Your Credit
• Easy Terms.
• No Money Down
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The
Race
Goes

On .-..
Racing Volkswagens I Formula Vees I, frustrated pit crews, and the
avid race fans. They were all there for the' Sebring racing spectacular.

Photos by

For the 50,000 fans, it was ' hot, cold, windy, dirty, and a memorable weekend.
For the winning drivers and workers, it was a glorious week. For the
losers, only a long drive home.
)
.
For photographers, it was paradise. Girls, Girls, Girls, and cars. Even
beautiful girls driving the cars •

Cushing

Doran

I'

II

.

For the residents of the small, quiet, country town of Sebring, it's
like a gold rush.

The Brahmans play the
Blue Devils at 7:30 p.m. Fri·
day, and battle them 'age.in
Saturday at 1 p.m. However,
coach Hubert Wright said Friday's' game might be resched·
uled in the afternoon since the
athletic policy was changed
last week.
South Florida split its four
contests last week, defeating
Stetson' 9-4, splitting with
Hiram, and losing to the Florida Gators 8-3.

THE BRABlliANS jumped
to a 2-0 read. against Florida

HEYKENS

• • • twO tnples ·

.

It's Free • • • On Request!

It is so nice to have someone here
at the bank whom you KNOW ••.
someone who knows YOU and
your preferences for banking service: Once you establish acquaintanceship with one of our PERSONAL BANKING COUNSELORS
we want you to feel free to conie
in ·or phone that person at any
time ••• for answers to your questions or for any bankin g advice.

~:::::

~~

~~

II
~l

0
m
~
:.':-~

formation about them will be
included.
Clubs, schools and other organizations of 50 or more visitors may schedule presenta·
tions on regular school days.
Public programs are presented every Sunday at 2 :30
p.m. Reservation can be
made by calling ext. 580.

•J

W
~

~

~

I
~·

",
,1

It's a good feeling to have someone you
KNOW at the bank to answerlyour questions and give banking advice.

Personal, Unhurried Attention
Our regular speedy and efficient service is fine for your everyday, dashin-and-dash-out banking but there are times when you want, not speed, but
personal, unhurried conversation about your money affairs. That's what our
Personal Banking Counselors are here for ••• to listen ••• and help in any way
•
they can.
When you m!!et one of our Counselors you can decide how much or ho~ little
you wcint to tell him (or her) about your money affairs ••• then you can rely on
that person from then on to take care of your banking questions and require- ·
ments ••• in the way YOU prefer.
It's a good feeling to have someone you KNOW
here at the bank. Ask to meet one of our PERSONAL BANKING COUNSELORS!

'Salva .Paces
USF Bowlers
Tom Salva rolled games of
191, 230, and 184 for high series honors March 11 in the
USF bowling league. Salva
rFtised his league-leading a V·
erage to 183.
Jack Algood bowled consistent games of 177, 199, and 192
for a 568 set, followed closely
by Ron Schaff's 541.
After 13 weeks of bowling the
Strappers- are l~ading the
league by five games over 1he
second-place Flower Powe:team.
Three teams are battlir,z
for third place, five games out
of the runner-up positio11.

ANOTHER FIRST FROM

Meet the man
with .the

your

C~llege

Senior
Plan

HELPER

CAMPUS

JOHNNY It ADCOCK
If you're a college senior or grad·
ate student, Protective Life's College
Representative has a unique life
insurance-savings program designed
especially for you. "The College
Senior Plan, which offers special
benefits at preferred rates, comes to
you from one of the nation's leading insurance companies. It covers .
you in the event of accidental death
or disability, provides full aviation
coverage, and . does much, n:iuch
more. · There is no war exclnsioo
clause, ani:I your policy is com·
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium deposits
may be deferred until your earn·
ings intrease. Sound like a plan
worth investigating? . It is. Contact
a Protective -Life College Repre·
sentative for full information.

• Expert service on all makes of cars.
• Spe'cial check cashing policy for students.
• We will repair your car while you're in class.

5 MINUTES

Brake Restoration
Bear Front End Service

•

SEE

T
I
-.. . .---+------------_.

Al
Crandon's

, JOHNNY R. ADCOCK
Adcock·Moore Agency
Suite 206
Mariner Buildi ng
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Florid.a 33609
Tel: 877·8391

Our

"PERSONAL BANKING COUNSELOR" SERVICE

*~f.i

The Oracle ~ports Department welcomes letters of
sports nature, whether USF
The Brahmans didn't clinch
oriented or not. Persons writthe victory until the ninth
. ing letters should submit
when they scored five times.
them to The Oracle newsGlaize's, triple was the key !}it
room, University Center. 222,
in ~he.inning.
typed a~d triple spaced.
Those submitting I e t t e r s
should sign their name, phone
number, and classification.

66

30th

New

'Hospital

DeSota

n

Fontana

...._
JJ.....,_ _ _,,._

PROTEGIT'IVE LlFE•
dJtJU.ta1ta

im 1111:~1=~'~:;~Like

I

April Pr'ogram .Set I~

. CARRENO
• . . blanks mram

u1rn 1 m-;

!]

last Wednesday when left · ' 0-20 through six contests~ but '
fielder Doug Heykens ripped hit at a 9-13 clip against
Hiram and.Stetson.
a triple to right. - ·
' ;
/
Jerry Carreno continued
Florida battled back with
four runs in the third and his strong hurling Friday as
never trailed again. The Ga- he stopped Hiram 7-0 on four
· 'tors were ranked sixth na- hits. The freshman struckout
tionally going into the game. · none and was aided by ' four
double plays.
Heykens was the top hitter
. THIRD. BASElliAN Paul
for the Brahmans with 3-4, inBuzzella hit USF's first homer
cluding two triples.
in the 7-0 win. He hit a 3-2
HIRAM SPOTTED the pitch 370 feet over the left
Brahmans three runs in the field fence. BllZZella had anfirst and came back to win other home run Friday.
USF's Planetarium pro/ gram for April will include a
Thursday. Jim Diaz started
Terr.y Hipp and William discussion of diamonds, gold,
for USF, but was removed -in
the fifth. Ray Pivec replaced Brimm had two hits each. silver and other precious
First baseman Jim Fischer gemstones and minerals.
the freshman ·right-hander.
open~ the game up with a
Art Ulmer broke his six- two-run double in the sixth.
The program will demonstrate one theory of how our
gal'T\e hitting slump with 3-4
South Florfda ripped ' four solar system was formed , and
against Hiram. Ulmer was
Stetson pitchers for 15 hits in how various forces combined
to give · tis. our ".T reasures of
Saturday's win. Dave Glaize, The Earth." ,
Ulmer, and Buzzella each
The stars, constellations
. rapped three hits and complanets of the current
and
bined for five rims.
season will be shown, and in- ·
Wright said he thinks the
and, "it looks as though we're
beginning to play consistent
ball."

i

Iii

DUke 'Tests USF
·winnin g· ·streak
USF's baseball team, 4-5,
takes a two-game win streak
into . a.· two-game series with
Duke University at USF this
weekend.

~ ~

CO?\iPANY

-

SELF-SERVICE
.

I

,,

·lusF I

AL CRANDON'S Phillips 66

Fletcher
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sPanish Prefessor
E11ioys Teaching

Alumni Get Mai/Out·

BORN IN Willow Springs,
-N.C., in 1927, l\i{cClean · at·
ten~ed elementary and high
school there. Later he attended Buies Creek Academy.

By OSCAR ROS
Assistant News Editor

One of the nice things about
graduating-from USF, in addition to the chance for in·
creased income, is eligibility
to receive the alumni newsletter, _the' Golden H.orn,-

A sound command of the
language and a desire
to teach · led Dr. Edward
He attended Campbell ColMcClean to his current posilege
for two years and met a
tion \vith USF.
Cuban student there. He was
Dr. McClean is a member invited to go to· Cuba for a
o_f the Foreign Languages De- summer and stayed there for
partment and teaches Spanish 10 years.
at all levels. ·
WHILE IN CUBA he went
"I teach because- I enjoy
the University of Oriente at
·to
teaching," McClean said, and
Santiago,
and taught English
for him it has been a way of
as a foreign language at varilife.
ous private schools.
McClean returned to the
u.s. in 1958 and received ' his
masters of arts degree from
Duke University, and in 1961
his Ph.D.
Span~h

Arnade In ·Race
For Pasco
School Board

Dr. Charles Arnade, professor of American Idea, called
.i or a "conservative curriculum (strong in the 3 R's) plus
, expanded physical education
and intramural sports" in his
bid for membership on the
School Boad in District IV
(Pasc1> County). ·
He resigned last Wednesday
his post of president of <the
USF chapter of the Americe-n
.Association of University Professors in order to campaign
actively' for the school board
position.
His . platform also calls for
"Quality education rrom kindergarten through adult education - all year round ; more
vocational and technical education and a quality junior
college; a new look ·at theeducational needs of growing
areas of Pasco County; and
continued attention to property tax relief.

Published every other month
and edited by June MUler,
secretary in the Alumni Association and USF Foundation
office, the Golden Horn is sent
to every USF graduate who becomes a member of the Alumni Association by sending in a
contribution. ·

?holo by Allan Smith

Jaycee Aid Scholars

McCLEAN T A U G H T at
Florida Southern in 19~9 and
1960 and has been with USF
since it opened.

Don Oneal, president of tJte North Hillsborough Jaycees and Mike Smith, chairman of
the Jaycee Scholarship Committee, present a
check to Robert Ellis, assistant professor of

He tried " business for a
while but the venture was unsuccessful. McClean then got
into teaching and liked it so
much he's continued.

be· ·
c.a use it keeps him in one
place. While at Duke he maUSF has received a $111,974
jored in philosophy, but took a
course in Spanish literature grant from the Administra-'
.a_nd liked it. He changEid his tion on Aging, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
maj1>r to Spanish.
and . Welfare, ' Washington,
McClean is in favor · of aca- D.C.
,
demic freedom but said "acaThe grant was awarded-. to
demic freedom goes hand in ' develop a program to train
· hand with academic responsi" Masters Level Specialists in
bility. No one is the ultimate Aging."
.
authority on anything."
A progr11m to . develop an
-" Students can make valua- approprfate curriculum for
ble ·comments and suggestions training Masters Level Speand those suggestions should cialists in social gerontology
(scientific study of old age)
be taken into· consideration by
the administration as far as will be continued under Dr.
curriculum is concerned," he Thomas R\ch -and Dean Alfred
Lawton.
said.

Stu'dents Receive Help
With Studies. -Problems
.

Do you ~em to be studying
more ·and learning Jess? Are
you lost when ·preparing for
an exam? Do you 'dread

.

THE

SANDAL
SHOP

SANDALS
BAGS ·
BELTS
COME SEE

------~

I

$14 up BILLFOLDS
$8 up
. $10 up VESTS
· $25 up
. • 3.50 up HAIRPIECES
$1.50

us AT

306 N. DALE MABRY

I

ALL ITEMS MADE TO ORDER

Phone 877-5983

Information on $1,966,761 in
Instructions on where and
financial aid for college stu- how to apply for financial aid
• LANZ ORIGINALS
• ELEGANT LINGERIE
dentsr most of it for journal- are provided. A- copy is avail• MONOGRAMMING
• ATTRACTIVE SPORTSWEAR
'
• HANDBAGS, JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES ·.
ism majors - is included .in
the seventh edition of the_ able for reference in the USF
· 3612 HENDERSON at SWANN
PHONE 876-3355
J o u r n a I i s m Scholarship Journalism Program Office,
Guide. ·
University Center 223.
,-----------------'-----------------------------,-------------

If your major
is listed here,
IBM would like
to talk with yOu
Aprillst.

\

'

er and IITT!ger than students ·
The program is offered
With refined skills, but achiev- ... ·each · quarter and may be
ing Jess.
·
taken through regular classroom sessjons or independent
study. It is not a remedial
reading course, . lmt .a promemorizing or re a, ding
gram of refinement and delengthy assignments? Is,: your
velopment
of present skills
GPR gping down, down,
.i'1 motivated
and
potential
down? If so, don't panic, drop
students.
out · or 'enlist ....... head for the : .U~F's Center for Continuing
The course .is free for all
De~elo ni~ntal · Center in the Edu~ation will offi;r a nonfull-time
students, but partcredit co u r s e m Speedtime students . must ~pay norAdnumstration Buildmg.
Reading starting April 4.
mal course fees. No credit is
The Center offers -a unique
.Classes \vill be Thursday given for fue program.
progr~m . which will increase
reading speed and ·compre- evenings for -~O weeks at 7:30 1
. p.m. in the Administration . : THE CENTER follows a
1
hension, 1mprove ,ability to
Bfiilding 121. Sessions will Jast "counseling philosophy of
memorize and retain material,
two hours.
reading development." At the
enlarge vocabulary, introduce
beginning . of each course a
new study techniques t and .
This course has been pre:battery of diagnostic tests is
break poor study·habits. .
sented several times in the given to determine a Student's
' "The main purpose of the .past, and is being repeated by problems and weak points.
reading services offered by
•
A student enrolled in the
the Developmental Center is · popular demand. The group is program works with the latest
to provide the opportunity for limited in size, and enroll- bookS, machines . and .techstudents ·to develop maximum ment will be accepted on a · niques advanced by authoriefficiency in reading · 11nd first come first, served ties iri the field , and is given
study skills in .order to en- basis. ·
profe5sioJ?al guidance.
hance their chances of aca. • The program is now,_~eing
demic success," explained
Additiona,1 · information IS expanded in order to accomJorge Garcia, counse}\ng psy. modate more students.
'available at Ext. 403. ·
chologist and program coordinator.

.? .

on the job and haven 't had
time yet to reach big money,"
she. said, "So we don't have
A regular . feature of the
i'.nany large gifts yet."
· ,· four-page publication, "Alumni Notes," gives news of what
Copies mailed out to all ·ac- . is happeniilg to USF gradu·
tive_Alumni As~ciatlon mem- ,ates, Mrs. Miller said.

.Newspaper Fund" ~eleases \GuJde

$112,QOO Grant
Goes To USF
For Program

HE LIKE& ' teaching

English, as the Jaycees• contribution to the
University Scholars Program. The program
is designed to aid de8erving students to fur.. ·
ther their education.
·

"There is no minimum for
contributions," Mrs. ·, Miller
said. "We recognize that $1
from a recent graduate is as
big a gift from him as $50
from ,one wh1> has had time
to reach higher earning power. The first gift is very important to us."

bers, ' \viii contain items
clipped from The Oracle having interest for grflduates,
such as degrees offered in the
graduate program· or the
opening of new buildings.

CONTRIBUTIONS
usually
range from $5 to $10, with an
occasional $50 .. " Most of our
gradwttes are still very new

Speed Reading
Course Set

..

' that
GARCIA ESTIMATED
one third of all USF-. students
could benefit from the program. Reading tests given
during orientation weed out
students who need help. The
reading ,program is voluntary,
·however, and many of those
who ate in real need of skill
development do not·'enroll. As
a · result these stuaents ·may
· find themselves . studing· hard-

EVERYBODY
. /1 . NEEOS
·. SOMET·HING

Serv-ice Exam ,.

.,

',

I.

Set Saturday
The Federal Service En' trance .Examlnati1>n - will be
giyen Saturday
the -Engineering Auditorium at. 9 a.m.

-in

Students who pass the eXam
qualify !or the job of .claims
represenative at the Social
Security . · Administration · in
Atlanta, with . a government
~alary rank of GS-9.

at

I

sign up for an mtemew your placement office-evell'if
you're headed for graduate school or military service.

PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD
3 LINES for 50 cents

Maybe you think you need a.technicaI background to work
for us.
Not true.
.
Sure we need engineers and scientists. But we also need
liberal arts and business majors. }Ve'd like to talk with you even ..
if you're in something as far afield as Music. Not that we'd
hire you to analyze Bach fugues. But we might hire you t~
analyze problems as a computer programmer.

Students must have a mini·mum ·of a bachelors degree to
qualify for a claims representatiVEl job.
Students wishlng to take the
exam must register before
Saturday with the Social Security Administration Office, 500
Zack St., or phone 228-7711,
ext. 276.
The names or students who
pass the exam, hilt who are
not selected by the Social Sec.urity Administration, will -be
placed on the Civil Service register for consideratiQn_,
by other federal agencies.

What yon can do at IBM
)

CTR 224, EXT. '620

The point is, our business isn't just selling computers.
It's solving problems. So if you have a logical mind, we need
you to help our customers solve problems in such diverse areas

as goye~ent, business, law, education, medicine, science,
the humanities.
. Whatever your major, you can do a lot of good things at
IBM. Change the world (maybe). Continue your education
(certainly, through plans such as our tuition Refund Program).
And have a wide choice of places to work (we have over 300
locations throughout the United States).
·'

What to do next
We'll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing,
Computer Applications, Programming, Research, Design and
Development, Manufacturing, Field Engineering, and Finance
and Administration. If you can't make a campus interview, send
an outline of your interests and educational background to
,Mr. C. E Cammack, IBM Corporation; 1447
Peachtree St., N.E., Room 810, Atlanta, Ga;
C
30309. We'reanequalopportunityemployer.
C
~
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FRENCH CLASSIC SATURDAY
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Racine's 'Phaedra' Opens

, 'Luv'

For Two · Nights
"Luv" opened last night. But it's still playing tonight and Thursday at 8:30 in the Theatre.
Directed by Don Moyer (as his senior project),
the production is based on the play by Murray Schis.
gal, author of " The Typist" and "The tiger."
Bentley
Ann
_Brion Black, Bill Lupole and Mary
·appear in the Experimental Theatre production.
Moyer explains the free production as a general
comment on people and their "fatalistic attempt of
identity-searching." He said that the play itself is so
. much better than the movie made . it out to be, and
that's one reason he Wal)ted to do it.
· 'The plot goes something like this: Black is Harry,
played by Jack Lemmon in the movie, who is married
to ·Miss Bentley who plays Ellen, Elaine May in the
movie, after she obtains a divorce from Lupole who
plays Milt who is played by Peter Falk in the movie.
Understand? Good! Now, as it turns out, that arrangement doesn't work, so alterations have to be
inade and then Milt and Ellen have to find some way
of getting rid of Harry.

Jean Racine's " Phaedra"
will be performed by The
Touring Classics division of
the American Theatre Productions, Inc. Saturday evening ·at 8 :30 in the Theatre.
- Co-sponsored by the University Center Program Council
and The Bay Players, the
play ·has been called "perhaps
the most civilized great
tragedy over written," by Eric
Bentley.
Tickets for USF personnel

are $1 and general admission
are $2. They may be bought
at the University Center desk.
THE PLAYS of Racine provide the perfect example of
French classicism, an art
form so completely and
correctly French that it is
rare to see such a / performance in America.
Racine himself considered
" Phaedra" his masterpiece.
He wrote it in 1677 when he
was 38 years old. Returning to

the story oii which Euripides ha. enunciated in the Preface
had based his "Hippolytus," to "Berenice." "It suffices
the Frenchman shifted · the that the action should be
focus from the young prince great, that the actors should
of Athens to his unhappy step- be heroic, that the passions
mother, with her · guilt-ridden should be aroused, and that
love for her stepson.
.everything should be imbued
In play after play
within that majestic sadness
"Andromaque," " Brittanicus," wherein lies the 11/hole plea" Brittanicus," sure of tragedy."
dromaque,"
"Berenice," "Athalie," "PhaeTHE PLAY has been transit is possible to .
dra" lated by poet Robert Lowell.
watch Racine work out his
It was first done under his
theory of tragic poetry which translation by the Living Arts
of Philadelphia last fall.
Directed by Joseph Gistirak
are Shirley Cox as Phaedra,
Robert Blackburn as Theseus,
Joan MacAllan as Hippolytus,
Audrey Ward as Oenone,
concert May 24 with USF Pro- Nancy Donohue as Aricia,
fessor Jacques Abram, pianist. Ralph Nilson as Theramens,
PABLO CASALS has said of Paula Shaw as Ismene and
Greenhouse: "He is not only a David Metcalf as Panopes.
remarkable cellist, but what I
esteem more, a dignified art.ist.''
S i n c e Greenhouse auditioned with Casals, he has apI
jiP•b
~ peared under Arturo Toscanillru,
• ,J:~
REPRODUCED
ONa·"1 ·-.11..
ni, D i m i t r i Mitropoulos,
1!:Ji:
iif
WHITE BOND
'::
BLACk INK
Bruno Walter and Fritz ReinPlu1
CAMERA READY -;ii
.&_:'"
Sa lo
i2
er in the United States, EuTox , ,,:if!
$1.00 FOR !ACH .:Ji~.
rope and South America.
''Sii;!!l'f!'!'~alf
ADDITIONAL 100
Abram, whose piano masca.sh 'n Carry
T,ooo ONLY s1.oo
tery has charmed ·USF audiJACK PATTEN. Printer$
ences for some time, will be
IZ17 E. MADISON (% Blk. W.13th St)
playing duos with GreenPhone 229-8206
house.

Horne To Appear
University Events has laid
the groundwork for · three
major appearances this quarter.
Marilyn Horne, acclaimed
for her "thoroughbred singing
of a kind ·t hat has all but vanished," by the New York
Times, will be in concert
April 13.
Appearing in operas from
Germany to New York, concerts from Vienna to London,
Miss Horne_has impactfully established herself in the world
of music.
ALBERT GOLDBERG of
the L-Os' Angeles Times describes her as, "A unique
voice. Miss Horne possess one
of the most beautiful voices in
the \vorld today, an instrument that continues to grow
in lustrous, sympathetic quality and in the ease with which
it manages extremes of a phenomenally wide range.
"It is a combination of so-

prano and contralto, tl1e like
which scarcely exists anyrnore, and still more remarkable, it is all one piece: there
are no disturbing breaks in
passing from one register to
another."
The fraternities and sororities of USF will sponsor the
Amsterdam Sonata de Camera ensemble April 30.
THE QUARTET'S aim is to
contribute towards the revival
of the era lying between Monteverdi and Haydn, the "Sonata a tre." The period calls for
two violins, figured bass, and
an independent cello or viola
da gamba part.
The Sonata da Camera has
played in Germany, Holland,
Switzerland, Nonvay, Sweden,
Denmark, B e l g i u m and
France. In 1966 they made a
sensational opening at the
Holland Festival.
American cellist Bernard
Greenhouse will appear !n

2,

CS 00.

Speech Departme nt
Announces Plays
'

Mary Ann Bentley . . . Ellen

Brion Black •.. · Harry.

'Ivory Tower' Probes Treason
By MAXINE KAMIN
Assist.ant Fine Arts-Editor
"Ivory Tower,': a pjay. dealing with the concepts of- treason, the morality .of war, and
the fulfillment of huinanitarian ideals will be presented by

Theatre USF April 4, 5 and 6
and during the Poetry Festival.
The play is set in a courtroom. Simon Otway, a novelist _, living in France during
WW II, is later accused of
treason because of speeches he

·I

'

mERLE nOR ffi An :~~eth~t~adi~~erican
Cosmetic Studio ·
Home of the

FREE HOUR OF BE~UTY

.

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MAU
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE .
Phone 932-2232

Despite
fiendish torturJi
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first tim~,
every time!
B1c's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
agains~ ball-point
skip, clog and smear. · ·-Despite horrib1e ' ':§.
punishment by mad (~
scientists, e1c still :.:. ¥.· ''.
writes first time, every ·
time . And no wonder. ~ ~
.B1c's ''.Dyamite" Ball ·'.''f'·

s:~:i;:~~:::~E: ll~

o':':~~~: ~~~~~~~~ I~WL~'

what devilish abuse
is devised for them ( :·

.by sadistic- stude~ts."

1.
_i .:

Get the dynamic !M:·
BIC Duo at your. fl
campus store now. -W

troops_

In his broadcasts, Otway
pleaded to stop the war . . .
to lay down arms and quit the
fightfoo- and killing
•
"'
·
JACK BELT, d irector, assistant professor, · points out
the current importance of the
·theme of the play ili ' relation
to Vietnam.
" Otway believes in his
cause, but the question of
'how far a person is justified
in going for humanitarian
motives' must arise, just as it
is arising now regarding Vietnam ," Belt commented.
"Ivory Tower" is based on

the actual court case of Ezra
Pound. Although what hap-·
pens in the play does not
exact the trial proceedings, it
relates what might have hap- ..
pened had Pound not been
·
declared insane. ·
POUND WAS brought to the
U.S. in 1946 to stand trial for
treason because of his broadcasts , in Italy during WW II
that were termed as antiAmerican. His indictment was
. dropped on the proposition that
he was not sane enough to tesJ
.
t ify.
For 11 years he was institutionalized. Death of witness.es,
and examination of Pound's
statements (made in the · absence of war time hysteria) ,
caused questions as to whether the speeches really were
treasonous and led the government to drop the case. The
impending trial aroused a
great deal of controversy.

Some were convinced Pound
should be shot. Others proclaim_ed him the greatest poet
that ever lived and were infuriated at the charges against
·him.
RELEASED IN 1957 from
the mental institution, Pound
is in his middle eighties and is
·
still writing.
"Ivory Tower" has been rewritten at the request of
Pound's wife, Dorothy Pound,
in order to keep Simon Otway
from resembling. her husband
so closely. She felt that the
original script slandered her
husband.
The cast inoludes Doug
Kaye, John Chamberlin· IV,
Frank Morse, Richard Whitaker, Barbara Molloy, Robert
Preston Stoner, Dan Bleich,
Wayne Otto, Larry Brennan,
Kelly Salance, ·Bruce Burris,
Rick Bowser, and Betsy
Lynch.

'Krapp's Last Tape'
Slated For A:pril Run
By MAXINE KAl\fiN
Assistant Fine Arts Edito11
"Krapp's Last_ Tape" is
scheduled for an A'p ril .performance. - .
Krapp is an old man who,
on his birthday, listens to
tapes he has made on previous birthdays and makes an
additional tape for that year's
celebration.
" Krapp's Last Tape," ~y
· Samuel Beckett, d e p i c ts
Krapp. recor'c!ing his last and
more important tape : .. the

WATERMAN·llC PEN CORP.
MILFORD. CONN.

one in which he "discovers
the ·true nature of Jove, god,
and man's destiny," explains
Bill Alexander. Alexander will
play Krapp.
He will be under the direc·tion of Bob Erwin. The two
have , worked together in
"Tiny Alice" and "The Dumb
Waiter" ~Alexander directed
Erwin in the latter production.
"We've wanted to do the
play for a while,·" said Alexander. " Both of us feel that it

is significant modern drama."
. Peter O'Sullivan, assistant
professor, will be the supervising director. Costumes will
be designed by Saul Zachary,
'_ playright-in-residence.
The production is an · Experimental Theatre project. Apf il ,
17 is the tentative date for the '
performance slated to be-held
in the Kiva. ·
Other Experimental Theatre
productions this quarter will
include plays written, directed,
and produced by USF students.

TERRACE

TEMPLE

The Speech Department
opens Quarter III with a readers theatre production of Aristophenes' " Lysistrata" iIJ; conjunction ' with the poetry festi_.
val.
The gist of the play goes
something like this: the
women of Athens and the surrounding suberbias vow to abstai n from sex until their husbands call a hault to war.
William Arrowsmith's translittion is reported to -be the
finest to come along in some
time. He has used contemporary idiom and gives the Spatans a southern dialect.
The performances will be
April 13 (l.nd 15 in the Business Adminstration Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The second major production of the quarter will be
Evelyn W a u g h ' s " Vile
Bodies."
The literatu.r e for the readers theatre coffee houses, held
Wednesday afternoons, is in a
state of suspended animation,
with one exception:
""' About 15-million people
suffer from tuberculosis. For
25 cents, UNICEF ·provides
the BCG vaccine to protect 20
children from that disease .
""' There are about 11million victims of leprosy in
the world. For 75 cents, UNICEF provides enough sulfone ·
to treat one of them successfully for three years.

_
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Next To Pantry Pride

St. Petersburg
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PHONE 877-9566 .
,
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Anywhere -

8448 56.th Street

Frank Galati, speech. instructor and director1 said
that Elaine May's (of Nichols
and ... ) "Not Enough Rope"
is scheduled for next Wednesday. He said that· it is an extremely funny play concerning a girl who tries to
commit s uicide.
Under consideration are: a
program on the poetry of Theodore Roethky; Christopher
Fry's one-act-play, "A Phoenix Too Frequent;" a program .on Paris centered
around Toulouse Lautrec;
Charles Schultz's m i 11 ion
dollar fantasy," Peanuts; and
something on modern Euro,.
pean poetry.

·world Travel Center
2624 Hill5boro
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The Fifth Annual Florida .
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NEW . YORK .
~- Stu- . . Lernef a~d Miss Ciark hope
dents for a -Democratic Socie- to eventually .have regional
ty (SDS) ha~ set up 'il. d{op-out ' counselors "' tl!Toughout --:the
couruieling .i;ervii::e for . sfu- COUntry, ' fimch aS SDS and
· dents " \\'.llO. feeI college ·is . other organizations no_w. prochanneling'.. them into a mold · vide..draft, counseling. In fact, ·
rather tha'n helping them b!l- one ofthejobs of these couhcome independent, . ~dynamic '· selbrs . )Vil). be to help . draft- ·
human beings:"
. . eligible men- who lose · their
SDS's New · York office _is '· deferments by dropping out
compiling ·a · list of~activiti~
.
for potential_dropoutS...The ,:.r~
, In stafementcabounhe projganizers of the 'program, Mi- ect, SDS said it was ?eing set
chele Clark and Jonathan _Ler- , up bec~e "We want to erase
ner, say the activities in~ ·· , the word 'failure•_ from the
elude organizing p_rojects and ' concept of' dropping out of.colworking on !lildergro!lild news- lege. ,It is pot a failure to quit
papers. These are all . "non- .\. a system which dehumanizes
establishment" and are in- '" 'you, just as it is not cowardly
tended to permit "those dis- to refus_e to shoot a Vietnamsa tisfied with the system rep- ese. It is qot cmvardly to cut
reseme.d by the academic com- the unbHical <;ord which keeps
munity to explore themselves you in the university when
and others in a dynamic and you realize that the university
free way."
is ·creating you ··in its own
SDS makes the list avail- image : obedient, bored, tense,
~ble to any stqdent who is passionless, infinitely intracconsidering droppmg ·out ·of . table Jike clay J;"ather than ',lnschool.
definitely open lik~ the sky."
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Start Right
with the new quarter! .
,·

Have your. clothes all cleaned .ancf laun•
dered. You will look· sharper and feel better
and your grades ~ill improve. ·

Northside Cleaners
13161 Florida Ave. at Fletcher
Bdre·ly a stone's throw from the campus
Special Discount to Students
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It might be said, instead, that we special!ze in people, for
we belieye that People are a most
important reason for our company's success. We act
on,Jhat belief.

-

· We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
Jhem w~ll. Give them the equipment and facilitie~ only a
· ,~ leader can provid~. OfferJ hem company.paid,
· graduate-e.duc·ation opportunities. Encourage them to push
_into fields that have not been explored !>efore. Keep them
'reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can·
.. manage. R~ward them well when they do manage it
·'
'
. ,.
·, Y~u ·could be one of the rea~ons
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success ••• if you have a B.S., M.S. or.Ph.I>. in:
, ,

for

· . MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
· · • .CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS ~ CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
. "-" : • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS .• STAT,ISTICS
·
• COMPUTER SclENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
•· ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Ai~raft,
__East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
;.

~)

.

.

•

.

• ·

Pratt & Whitne y Aircraf t
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS "EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

'

.I

U'

DIVISIONOFUN•T_A
EDn
IRCRA..TCO"...

....
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Spring se~5on on the · c~llege campus 'is - '. ~r~- '-oi:ig ~ninarrow -with-, ban~ed" or french
effect, but also th-e tiny fi~hnet ~nd the
1, ciiff s.
.
_
.
_
>
·
; stQckings of lace add- 'tq ,fhe s.m art coed's
here w;th -the new exciting, iooks in ,fashion
·
"spring: ensemble-.
._
- ~ ' _· _· ·
With
mini
dressesso
popular
on
the
.
col~
brighte'ning the scene. .
' ~ . ' -~
. .
- - leg~ ·-campus, a girl's legs can be her most
T.his-year's raincoats h_a ye i;>ecome 'whereStyles w:ill be spotlighting the · knits, ' in
ev.er' coats, with the ne:w fabrics of silk,
important asset. Hosiery in _bright colors
sweater dresses, S uits an.d tunics, voiles, in linen and tussah all -finishedc- with rain ltncl
of yellow,r orangp, soft shadings of gree.n
big flashy flor;ls, arid soft-toned prints, and and blue, and a . cool, cool white are the
stain r'epeller. Not jusf f&r rainy days ·but
.the 'body siiirt,' shaped to the· figure, with
perfect ma'teh with the n,e w spring f ashiorrs. / . for all cool spring ev~nings these coats add
a Iona. lean-fitted look and sleeves that
-Not only do sheer nylons add_to the finished ·
an exciHrig touch to a neces:~ary item.

-

-

I

Above right: A v :neck sweater that -has found its partner in a ·
matching knit skirf. 4bove left: a sweatersuit with a dual
persona~ity in ribbled cable knit. Built to swim, or can be
peeled_·off fo reveal matching bilµni.

0

;

Call Coeds
'

.

.}

.
--

. .'

\."

~

.,,

.

Above: a lacy ra.Schell knit with a low cut.to ·
the waist, laced back adds to spring's dra: -matic _ ·effect. Below: - a .~etriure ruffle- ·
trimmed knit dress with textur~ -sotckings _
adding a finished .look.

\
;

l.-

A Wide Belt Wraps The Midriff Of ~This Splashy Pantsdress
'

. Above: a romantic, see-through bOdy shirt with lace-trimmed
cuffs and stand up collar. Be!Ow: Tl:l~ dainty striped voile is
made even more feminine with addition of rick-rack on bodice
and cuffs.
•
-

Maxi-man: No Snickers
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Spring fashions for the col- al statement of the individual. hits between the baggie and denim pants with pull-over
shirt to match ·or a striped,
lege man are important too, Part of what he is, part of the boxer.
for the word fashion for col- what he wants to be is exBeach tops and bottoms long sleeved knit shirt.
lege men no longer draws.
in maJ!y exact-match or
pressed in the clothes he come
mix-'em-up coordinates this
Knits are rampant on the
snickers and sneers. ·
' It is now part of the person- wears.
yea:r . Most of the tops are active sportswear scene with
This is the Maxi-Man - the kn~t, like · a yellow and. blue, · the striped ones most popular.
· man with the most individual- S!!iped. terry velour With a Newest are the thick-and-thin
istic choice, the most flatter- square neck.
ing clothes, the sharpest colyarn knits that combine an
ors: The look is easy to obtain
SWEATSHIRTS · in bright off-white stripe with a colored
with the new styles for spring. colors and with contrasting . one. Lots of high necks from
' IN SWIMWEAR there are color -pockets or color band- the crew to the turtle Wm be
trunks · and- tops printed with ings are also approved beach popular in knits.
blocks of hot color. There are gear.
If you want to go out for
Today's world is color crazy trunks of slicker-like fabric
The sailor will often stay sports in a big way, you'll
and stripe happy - giving the that are electric -orange lined with his tradit ional blue and find active sportwear coordicollege man's shirts, ties and in red worn -with a reversible white colors, but even this . nated packages, ,like a swim
other accessoreis a wnole new parka to match.
combination looks new in a trunk, a walk short, slacks, a
look.
.
You'll splash in with more big blue-White checked sail- sport shirt, two knitshirts and
You'll probably be looking
knit and other _form fitting cloth parka with hardware a cardigan. One coordinated
for a new collar style too. The
swimwear this year. The . closures. It's teamed with .series that you can mixold favorite button-down colmore popular lengths will be white pants. Even the pseupo and-match .week in and week
lar goes well with the shaped
th~ almost bikini and one. that
sailor can choose a deep hued out.
waist jackets and suits. •

Shirts Have
Colorful,
Crazy Look

Patterned shirts - · the
striped and tattersall or
graph-checked . versions, will
still outnumber the ·solid
shirts in the updated college
man's ;vardrobe.
The traditionalist's ties are
wide as ustlal, · meaning at
least three inches worth. And
whether it's a rep, a club figure, a foulard . or a ·suuuner
Shetland, . the .College . man'!>
neckwear lia~ been designed
to go with the new shirts so
there'll ~ ·little trouble futd~
ing a 'patterned ·tie tllaf will
sit easily on a striped or solid
color. shirt harmonizing col"'
ors.

•••nnmmgau~

Bal Coats
Shorter
This Year
'11he average college man
will find that fashion has
hit his reliable split-raglan,
bal collared coat. It will be
shorter than last year's bal
- meaning a 38 or 39 inch
length.
The straignt-hanging bal
silhouette is giving a little
ground, 'too, to some slight·
ly flared rainwear, to the
shaped coats, to tlie classic
itrench and other double.
breasted models and to
some topcoat-detailed raincoats .;... a coat that has a
lay-down collar rather than
a stand - up bal with flap
pockets instead .of the familiar, angled slash ones
of raincoat.
~!mm-~rwM~d

...,/ '

·-·~.I

'··

Soften Your' I
Spring Lo~k
See

Beachwear splashes w ith polo1j ul and boU patterns

Look -here, '
.Wrangler:philes

New
Sf
·
/
·
··.
·Y eS Flash
Try these new styles , for the right look:
The pure 3-.b utton-traditional and the two- button basic, now with deep vents in back a nd
- slant pockets in front!
The . country squire now with its slightly
longer jacket, slightly wider lapels, deeper
vents and shaped waist.
. The double-breasted star is in four, six, or
eight-button versions.

identifies Bavarian Motor
Works. They make fine
mo.tor cars, They have
ahisuiry of 50 years of
fine engineering. They
have established a reputation for precision engineering and hand-crafted
styling that is usually
· foimd only in automobiles
costing many times more.
Come in and see the BMW
-motor cars today. Test
drive any of our models.
If you appreciate a fine car
at a price you can affordyou'll be g].ad you did.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for. USF
8:15

A.M~.

Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Birdsong M~f;;;·i~~:-"'~

Wremember the 'W" .Is silent !

Universal Dept. Store
TAMPA

J.M. Fields

~·

3652 Cypress Tampa, Fla.

Ph. 872-8459

do your
con lenses
lefill a clean life?

ma y be ~ 'v'\' Or:de r o f

Above: Today inan takes his stand
anywhere from outrgih:t traditional to _
cool contempory . The newest news in
double-breasted four-button stylings,
shaped slightly at the waist, wide
lapels and a spread collar, Below:
The fl ewest hobbit 'is the doublebreasted sport sporty l.ook. The sixbutton style worn with turtle fleck
and trousers that pick up either the
shades in the jacket or the shi1t.

Expert Service For
All Imports And
A Large Selection
Of Used Imports

.DAVE HEINz_
IMPORTS INC.

Administration Bldg. at

Contact len s es can be
heaven ... or hell. Th ey

. , · Sure YoU love yaur Wrangle,. Jeans. But
its time yo~ learned that Wrangler makes
SPortswear with the same knowing touch that's
made you the Wrangler-phlle you .are today.
Pe~manent press . plaid shirt with ·son release
fln1S~. Blue, bOne, green $5. Jeans, your old
fa\IOr1te blue denims, $4.50.
· Snap•front, 30-inch jacket. Washable,
water-repellent, Navy,' red, green; $&.

<!'

This emblem

The self-confident college
- man's wardrobe will be bursting with colorful slacks and
sweaters from now on. Don't
be bashful. Try a high crew
neck pullover in the textured
look, in links or with scramble
stitiched knits. These are
available in brash solid colors
and often they have a tip of
·c ontrast color at the neck and
sleeve ends.
The V-necked links stitch
cardigan sweater so popular
On' the golf course continues to
be a big favorite with the sti.idents for campus wear.
There are many kni.t shirts
this spring that almost belong
in the . "sweater" category. A
great look with · patterned
slacks.
,Cotton turtlenecks are
stacked up with close-spaced
' stripes in hard edge mergers
like red and turquoise or orange . and green. In sweaters
or knit shirts, a stripe of any
kind :is very right this year. -

'

Above right: It's back - the one piece knitted swim- _ _ _ _ _ __..,_..
·~ .;.-..;·suit, snug-fitting, complete wtih the stripes. Above !e~:
You'll score with the cablestich, v-neck sweater - 'The
white sliicks and col.or-coordinated knit stiit are rruJr.e
important . than the net. Bel.ow : This model in d.:boltl:
navy and white flag d~sign with large .pockets~ ,jazzy
hardware cl.osure and .Jwod. W hite. slacks or else. ·

Sweaters
Still 'In'

of

·Wrangler(!)Sportswear

..,..

modern science but just
the slightest b it of dirt
under the lens can make
them unbearable. In
order to keep you r contact lenses as comforta. ble and convenient as
they were designed to be,
you have to ta ke care ·of
them.
Until now you 'needed
two or more separate
solutions to properly prepare and ma intain your
contacts . Yo u w ould
think that caring fo r contacts should be as con ven ient as wea ri ng the m.
It can be with Le nsi ne.
Lensine is the one le ns
solution for com p lete
contact lens care. Just a
drop or two, before you
insert your lens,coats a nd
lub ricates it a llowing the
lens to float more freely
in the eye"s flu ids. That's

because Lensine is an
"isotonic" solution,
which means that it
blends with the natural
fluids of the eye.
Clea ning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. And
soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods assures you
of proper lens hyg iene.
You get a free soaking
cas_e on the' bottom of
every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated
that improper storage between wear i ngs ' may
result in .the growth of
· bacteria on the lenses.
This is a s·ure cause of
eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger your
vision . Bacteria cannot
grow in Lensine wHich is
sterile, self-sanitizing,
and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get some
Lensine. from the Murine
Company, Inc.
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Sportswear Reigns In Spring
I

,

.

Sportswear fashion is a big below the waistline or resting
part of the spring scene. -The Qn the hips and extending
college coed will find plenty of straight l~gged; :or with a
variety in the new creations
for the warm weather.
The new updated shirts are inaking it big this year, now
there are plenty of newlooking skirts to go with them.
Kilts, pleated wrap skirts,
dirndls, flippy all-round pleated skirts, ~ts skirts, (with
the pants entirely disguised),
panel _. front .skirts and skirts
with side cluster pleats. For
dressier wear is the knit skirt
with.the matching sweater.
Knit appears once more,
this time in casual wear, with
the sweater dresses. This is in_
turtlenecks, ribbed knits, ·patterned knits such as dikonds
or checkerboards, contrast
•stripes, and T-shirt tops.
THE NEW sweater look is
the long pullover, sometimes
belted, si:Jmetimes not, worn ·
with.pants or skirts.
.
Tunic jumpers are great for
casual wear around the campus or at home.
;
Jackets can be either quite
Culottes are 'more than ·
• short or very long, stopping at
the waist or extending to ala speck on the spring
most· mini-coat length. The
fashion horizon. They
' shape should - be spare and
are t h e go-together
slim, skimming the body,. or
thing
ipith sportswear,
small shouldered, with a flare
as
dresses
or even forat the hem. · ·
wear.
PANTS WILL begin just

mal

.

.

slight tapering in at the knee
and then -flaring out again.
Adding to the sweet feminine look are the smocking,
p·easant embroidery, colorful
braid trims - all lending a
folk costume look to young lit-tie dresses.

brights (peach-coral, butteryello\V) are strongly in the
picture for spring, especially ·
in fluid soft fabrics such as
crepes or jerseys. New neu-

white knit . _

' .

'

-

-

Total Look -ls 'In '
'

. ' bright, but somewhat _whitened and softened. The newest color . influence is pink;
yellow-green, and oranged-red
remain strong. Also new are
- coral, peach and watermelon.
· Clear blues are making a
strong comeback.
In the softer looking silhouettes, pale versions of the

-

-

-
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John S. Bachman says
I
I
University of
II
I
South Florido
It
I
students ••• I
I
1
I have.the chance of a -lifetime to create ari·immediate I
estate •••

I'

-

,

cash or collateral for opportunities or emergencies

EASY TO OPERATE
Select Now • Budget Terms

benefits for parents or other dependents
growing funds for retirement

guaranteed by a natfonwide company in its
second century of service

PROC-ESSING BY·
rKodak

: COLOR :

I

: PRINTS : :

19c l'

1- -

I

L~~-~--.J :
I
I

TERRACE
CAMERA
SHOP

_. ~errace Pl1:1!.a -. 1
Temple Terrace

i~~;ud~~ tix. ~inali~g-.

-.. --.-· .'_ ·:;z,::·j~-~'.- - -_,y_ ~:' ':~ V-IElNAM ·

•

-

Suite 1700 Exchange
Nat'I Bank Bldg.
Ph. 223-1511

I MASSACHUSms. MUTUAL llFE INSURANCE COMPANY~ _
. Springfield, Massachusetts . .
1·
L--~-------~------' -··

I

Jimi Hendrix
The Beatles
The Supremes
The Animals

SOUVENIR ITEM

de-

. Vietnam· Huntfrlg licens·e
signed for. all, service men, or
men. entering the Armed Forces.
Uncle Sam' furnishes all the
e;quipment, but you gave him
his huntin~ licenSe.
.·

4 Track8 Track
This COUPON Worth

, ·Jfoense .p! u ~ wallet ~ize card

$1 .00 compl,ete

$1.50
. ON EACH 1STEREO CARTRIDGE TAPE
PURCHASED MARCH 29-30 ONLY

\

x-,.1'.t ..........
""--'"'-"''-"
'-le .........

.__'"-. It• .
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HUMOROUS, -- i--;=...aDRINKING LICENSE
- A genuine John · 'Barleycorn
Drink ing License, signed by hon-

est John Bar-leycorn himself, is
a must if you.. she or he has

been drinking without one. A

rare thing-that few drinkers possess. Hang the license, carry the
card.
·
License plus wallet size -card

$1.00 complete

· --iti~: -i:~~. ~~· B. :ifa: -g; -i -~;i!;;~~- --·--'PLEASE SEND ME

0

SET(S) OF ~ DRINKING

-

c-

,

· ' __

.:

- --~-~· r:--

~. i
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&..,_JJ - - - - . .... .:..i • .i.r
L;l.ooll ,-.. ./ v-»
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TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612:

-

Check your
point-of-view

· , Beatthat look~alike ·
habit when' it comes
- to your suit outlook;
Try a Cricketeer
patterned tropical
suit. The important
look is pattern, and
Cricketeer makes
distinctive checks,
plaids and stripes in
'bold new colorings
with plenty of sfyle.
Natural shoulder
tailoring in lightweight fabric blends
that are cool,
comfortable and
wrinkle-free for your
neat point-of-view.
Tropical Suits .

I ENCLOSE $ _ _ __
MAIL CHECK -TAMPA ART & PUBLISHING CO.
' AND ORDER ro: RT. I. 15501 FLORIDA AVE.

'

$69.50

Just clip this coupon - Bring it to Vivia:ri.o's
and Save $$$$ March 29 - 30 on any
Stereo Cartridge! 4-Track or 8 Track ·
*Wide selection* Free catalogue* Custom orders*
Limit 200 Per Family

VIVIANO

'-

5T(ft ( 0CENTER

"Floridds Lqrgest West Coast Stereo Center'! --

Please print
. Nar:ne-----------------A9dress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ _ _ ZiP·---Att_ach as many names as desired.

J

John s. Bachman

' . -'. ._ · ~ . . . . ..,_:·1A '!HUMOROUS,
- -

I
I
I
I

Ask for full information of course without obligation.

-The Tapes Are ''In''!

days this
minidress has
maximum
fashion. The
color is a
stoplight red,
bandedi:n
white, and
the all-round
fling of pl.eats
is attached
to a low
waist-line.

;- . •This price
and .",nailing_ to 1mywhere in the .U:S.-A.> including any military APO or FPO
addresses. Al/'are, s(ze 8'1/2 x1 t't.,. printed in gold and
_·~ black, design_ed to fit AmericalJ standard frames.

- .

I

I KODACOLOR I :

\

.For spring

~~-·-

-I

There is a tailor-made easy way to pay for this valuable estate.

r------,
I
I -FROM _ I I

..__________..

_ ;Jluutittg ·fuenst··

I

1.
I

that will provide:

through a plan that never fails:

On the right:
The status
black and
white print _
idea is carried
oufinthe
classic
houndstooth
pattemwith
_half-belt and
back fullness.

The·.total look is. fue thing in " Eyes will be s~fter, shaded Wjn be neither too-too. pale
fashion today. _Shoes, hosiery, in smoky--soft . hueS, blues nor overdone,. but Will .be fem- ·
clotliing, jewelry, even- ha.IT greens and browns. wili' be ac- ' inine, fragile arid delicacy
colored;
and .make-up must all .be· comcented by white under the .
pli~en!ary to _make the scene.
brow.
The pretty -girr lbok for
The no color mouth is SpFhlg will include new pa'Sse. New lipstic~. sbade8 to/ '
~ds in make-up.
Spring are pale but With. more ·
Faces will be ·dewy, rather depth than last year . .Many of
than shiny; subtly colori'til in- the new lipstick$- Will ·!:iave ·
stead of very ~le. A natural, · ~riilt-in sliimmer; sheen arid : .
healthy glow will be added via glo5s.
· The over-all makeup effect ·
brush-on
and
puff-on blushers.
.
.

trals, including greened-navy,
soft brown and off-white, provide an- excellent balance to ·
the strong brights that predominate .

Color will be oh-so impor-

tant this spring with so many
- shades to · choose from. The ...., colors will be .- clear and I

Your color 'film Jeserves

:ihe peasant theme is brought to us
in , these twd dresses of brown and

I

-~

1538 South Dale Mabry Hwy.

·Phone 253-0076

MEN'S WEAft

- 1707 S. !)ale Maliry and Northgate

Daily _10 A.M. to 9 P.M. - Sat. 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
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FOR USF GREEKS

Games Open :Big Week
"The Wonderful World of
Chaos" is the title of Greek
Week 1968, April 6-11.
Greek games will kick off
the week at 2 p.m. Greeks in
"Toga-ed bodies and laureled
heads" will pit their strength
in contests including the tricycle run. The events are set on ·
the soccer field.
Saturday the Greeks will
de.nee to the music of the
"Surprise" and Louis Clark'
and his band. The dance is
semi-formal and in the Gasparilla Room at Curtis Hixon
Auditorium from 9 p.ni. to 1

GREE~ .BEA.T l

30. The "final eliminations will
include' · five fraternity and
three sorority skits and will
be in the Gym at 7 p.m. ·
Awards for the activities
will b~ presenfed at the
Awards Convocation in the
theatre .Thursday at 7 p.-m.

Monday Greek' life turns to
music as the gymnasium ·beAs a service to the UniversiG\eeks will act as torch-, comes" the scene of the Greek ty and·" to fellow students,
bearers starting at the Uni- Sing. The contest i5' at 7 p.m. Greeks are having a drive
versity of Tampa changing
CREATIVE MINDS in the foroughout the community for
the torch from fraternity to · Greek World will show their "Dollars for Scholars." For
fraternity in their run to USF. talent as tlie final for tlje . ever.y dollar ·collected the govA. ·convocation with ail Greek Skits is Wednesday ernment will add nine more.
. The funds are put in the USF
Greeks present will be. in .the, night.
theatre at 3 p.m.
.
First eliminations are March scholarship fund.
a.m.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON 1the

New Officers,
Charter Pace ·
Greek Groups

0

Photo by Bill Sny1er

* •

What ·A Lineup!

from

TKE's calendar giris are, clockwise
front, Kathi
Bunrma., Myra. M~tta., Ruby Harwell, Betsi Everitt, Bobbie Allen, Lynda. Long, Susan McOwen, Vicki Vail, Annette
.

Tri Delta elected new offi- ,
cers la5t week. Kathy Star. ford is president, Suzy Taylor,
vice president, Lynn Provenzano, chaplain, and Pat Collura, recordin~ secretary. ·
Sharon Sweet is trea5urer,
Elesa Nelson, marshal, Mary,
Tolson, .social chairman, and
Jane Huck, activities chairman.

Johnson, Ouolyn Mank, Jan_e t Valenti, Carol McAlea.r, and
Jerry Campion in the ~nter.

I

.

Meet the man
-with·'the

College·
Senior
Plan .

*

Kappa Sigma received its
charter Saturday, and its new
name is Kappa Delta. Charter
officers are John Peel, grand
master, Albert Fox, grand
procurator, Larry U 1vi1 a,
grand master of · ceremonies,
and Dwight Price, grand treasurer.
I.

C. Richard Moore
If you're a college senior or grad·
ate student, Protective Life's College
Represencatiye has a · unique life
insurance-savings program ·designed
especially for you. The College
Senior Plan, which offers special
benefits ac preferred races, comes co
you from one of che nation's leading insurance companies. It covers
you in che event of accidental deach
or disability, 1:irovides full aviation
c°'•crage, and does much, much
more. There is no war exclusion
clause, and your policy is com·
pletely paid up ac normal retirement age. Also, premium deposits
may be deferred until your earn·
ings increase. Sound like a plan
worth im·estigatin.g? . It is. Contacca Protective ·Life Coilcge Rcprc·
sentative for fu.ll information.
i

---Itmple _Terrac~ _Flori~t__ ,

'1. HELP WANTED
Church secretary wanted; 15
hrs.
Must
dictati~n. per
Call:week.
_98g.2121
; 9take
88-4321
.

13. MISCELLANEOUS

&912 • 56th St.

Reg~nt

The executive · committee
of the .USF c~apter of tjie
American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
entertained Chester H: Fergu· son, ·chilirrhan of the state
Board of Regents, . and Mrs.
Ferguson a:f a dinner in the
Swiss House at Busch Gardens.
With the · Fergusons were
Dr. Charles Arnade, AAUP
chaper
t ·pres1'dent , and Mrs.
· Afnade · Dr and Mrs R W
'
.and Mrs.
. • F.. L.•
Long, Dr.
Cleaver, Dr. and Mrs; Jesse
Binford;

Adcock-Moore Agency

Photo by David Saulter

'How Sweet "It Is~

1'

111 •

Sui.te

:111 11

5415 Mariner Street

iid:i:
1ilij
1

PH~ 988·501~0

~

Tampa

C. Richard Moore

FLOWERS FOR
All.OCCASIONS

AAUP ·Ho·nors
--

Honda-160. 1965. ·Beautiful condition, oniy 3500 Iiii. Best offer
over $200. Call Tampa 876-5659.
Textbooks for ,Speech 503 and
Physics 211. Call 935-7827
Waterfront. 2'12 acres. Luxurious
3 BR h6use with unenclosed Fla.
Room, 2 car carport, and separate rental cottage. Also small
kennel. 'Livingston & Pinecrest
Dr. Ph. 949-5403. Sa.le due to
death in family.

I

J

TEMPLE TERRACE FLORIST
_s._FO_R_R_E_N_T
_ _ _ _ _ 1 ~1. PERSONALS
Room for Rent. Private ., home.1==-==·=-=· ==-:-=-===--,--,--Upper level ma.le student. POETRY WANTED for AnthoPhone .988-4645 or 839-1636
logy. Include stamped enve.
lope. Idlewild Publishers, 543
s. FOR SALE
Frederick, San Francisco, Cali1957 Detroite · Trailer 8' x 45• fornia 94,117.
2BR, near USF Ca.1L932-7i09 af· S:-:t-.---=F=-r"'""~-c--:i:-s---:E:'::-'.pi:-sc_o_p_a.l~-=n=-a~y
ter 5. ,
School· located at Sligh an_d NeOutdoor Shed 4x8 Deluxe Mod- braska Avenues . has openings
el, Aluminuni'. with wllidow. ·In- for l!. limited number of chilside pegboard aI\d shelving, 6 dren, pre-school throug!1 third
mos. old. Excellent condition. grade • accelerated reading pro$130. 988-5385
gram ~ modern math - fully ac.
cre1lited. Call 238-1098 for infor·1959 TR3. Excellent condition, mation.
must see to appreciate, come to - - - - - - - - - - - 1
4411 Pearl Avenue or call 8395686 week-days after 5:3o, anytime weekends to talk · terms
.. ___... ----· .,..... ·-·.•
and - see. · · : ::.;,.,. ___ 4

'

\
j_

111

!iii!

11111~

au!J;

. __

We~re

~

206

Mariner Building

Tampa, Florida
Tel: 877·8391

33609

PROTEGITIVE LIFE•
d1Uuta1tce

W&lanooJ.ltu•h!o11,, lll. Pr..lolll..,l -....-

Out to Win You Over!

Arizona Kappa. Sigma member Gerry Curtis ends the iiista.Jla...
tion of officers -of the Kappa. Gapuµa. Chapter by presenting
the .new cha.pte.r the .....
"''tiona1·· baby bottle. Tbe '-"''ti
"""""
U1Mll on
iS that the precedbig youngest chapter presents a ha.by bot·
to the entering chapter as a. token of its youth. This pa.rlicular bottle hlL{I made two ronnd trips from Arizona to
Florida.

tie

Quality products for the care of
your home and family. Call
Ellen Roberts, ~88-6046 after1~--------------------------------'--~
5:30. Authorized Stanley Home
Products Dealer.

Register by
Saturday, April 6
'

County Courthouse
for
May 28 Primary
·Transportation available
Call

988-7598
'

We pledge to give you the -best quality service in the ~rea~
We pledge special discount prices•. ·
We pledge_~o sta.y o~en 7A.M.-9P.M. for your greater convenience.
We pledge 1 hour service on request•
Look for our speCial free service every week.

DORM STUDENTS are
-legal voters in ·
Hillsborough County
.Vote McCarthy for:
• A reasonable alternative in Viet ·Nam
• Equitable
solutions
for domestic pro~
lenis
• 'Integrity cincl ' c'on1•
"titutionality in gov•
ernment
Paid Political Ad
by: Students for McCarthy

.Meds exclusive design gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb .
faster, blended with an inner layeroftinyfibers
t~ store more, lorfger.

COLONIAL CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

Comes la the first PntJe, tlulble plastic appllcafor.

For sample box of 10, send 10¢ to Meds, Box 10..S,
Miiitown, N.J; 08850. lnCl!cata R~1war · or super• .

TERRACE PLAZA
TEMPLE TERRACE
NEDS ANO MO DESS AAE TRADEMARKS
OF PERSONAL PRODUCTS C0'4PANY

COMPAN'r

HOM!! 01"1'1C!:-&U.MINGH.t.M, ALABAM4.

..'
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Co-ops
Invade
Huntsville
Marilyn
ED'S NOTE Mnnyer, a USF EnglishJooroalism major, is a news
· and feature writer at the
Command Heatlquarte."S' Pnb·
lie Information Office, Hunts·
ville, Ala.

By MARILYN MUNYER
Correspondent

Co-ops Enjoy

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. - It
was up, up and away for the
USF students who worked
with the space and missile
·programs in Rocket City,
U.S.A., last quarter.
Firing gigantic missiles and
reaching for the stars might
sound heavenly but it was a
way of life for 19 Cooperative
Education students employed
at the U.S. Army Missile
Command, IBM, Inc., and the
George C. Marshall Space
·
Flight Center here.
Working alternate quarters
in their major fields of study
has given meaning · to . the
classroom theories for these
Co-op students. ·
MOST OF THE students are
enthusiastic when discussing
the double life they lead· as
Co-op students between '.the
USF campus and Huntsville. ·
Bob Wilson 's job as an astronomy-math major sounds
romantic to most people. "I
go star gazing on the mountafu everytime a full nioon
goes down," he said.

T~aining

Star gazing, however, is
just a small part of Bob's job
in examining the possibilities
of building an observatory
here on Monte Sano Mountain.
LAST QUARTER Bob and
nine other USF students
worked for the Marshall Center, the largest of the NASA
installations.
Jim Harper, Don
Don Rose, Ruth Spauling,
Richard Plucica, and John Licata worked in the Marshall · Co-ops, had four students last
"Comp Lab," which houses quarter, but its personnel ofone of the world's largest con- fice will be recruiting more
centrations of computation students in the future.
Barry Shore, a junior acequipment
major, w o r k e d in
counting
·_ Keith Shively, Bob NewControl OfAccounting
IBM's
enare
Dowell
Bill
and
burp,
gineering majors who worked fice. Randall Holm, John Harin NASA scientific research per, and Don Tolle worked on
Tabs. Diane Denning and Kim scientific research projects at
Lewis were assigned · to the IBM.
Public Affairs Office.
DICK PLUCICA'S blunt anAl)gela Maloney, a math swer to why he went Co-op
education major, is in a was, "to escape from the
man's world working in a job books and the classroom and
that most girls spend their gain some practicial experilives dreaming about - she ence in my major."
teaches electronics to solWell, Dick killed two birds
diers!
with one stone when he came
DAN MAY, Sean McCul- here on Co-op. He enjoys .his
lo.ygh, and Mike Murphee are job and he's 650 miles from
engineering m a j o r s who his· USF books.
However, the majority of
worked in various divisions of
the Missile Command's Re- USF Co-ops- don't usually essearch and Development Di- cape from the books when
working here. Taking a
rectorate.
IBM, Inc., the newest course by independent study
Huntsville employer of USF or by attending classes at the

Rose, And Bob Wilson. Relax In Apartment
University of Alabama 's extension school here are just a
couple of ways USF Co-ops
can earn transferable credit
hours.

trips, travelled on TDY (temporary duty away from home)
to Washington, D.C. New Mexico, and New York City.

MOST OF THE students
enjoy getting away from the
campus every other term and
have little difficulty adjusting
to the fast pace of Co-op life.
The quarter system presents a problem for some students because there's little
time to save money.
Don Rose who completed
his fifth Co-op training program, does have one worry.
"If the tuition gets any higher, I may have to work two
quarters to be able to attend
USF for one."

J,im Harper said after com-

SAVING MONEY is a problem for most college students.
Most of the Hunstville students hope to save $200 per
work quarter.
New Orleans' Mardi Gras
attracted many USF Co-ops,
and others went on snow skiing

"THE DAYS really fly by,',.
pleting his first IBM quarter.
"I think it'll be easier to
study at USF this quarter because I'll have my job to look
forward to this summer."
1 Huntsville, a new and rapidly growing city, has opened
new horizons for the USF
Co-ops.

1546 S. Dale Mabry
255-6681

ca.tt4f

;~;°1~1

WOMEN ONLY
KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS
Sewing and Costume
Supplies
Millinery and Needle
Point

FLA. AVE. & FOWLER Phone 935-8168

'

,

Femininity begins· with a flattering
hairstyle that's rig ht for the life you
lead. Our experienced stylists can
help you select a hairdo that does
the most for you and is easy to care
for. Call 988-7101 now for an appointment.

'\
~
~~~

TERRACE PLAZA

Reggie Sedita

56th St. & Temple Terrace

Mike Murphee Checks A New lnterphase Unit

OPEN MON., TUES., SAT. 9·5:30

.

WED., THURS., FRI. 9.9

,,

Good way to
"CAP OFF" your

'

'college care.e r .••
••• gettJng,life Insurance before you
graduate, when pnmlums are low.
· I1 you'~e like molt eoDep atadentl, es.ger to get a good
head start tow~ banc:laJ wurity, you'll be inter.
.uted· in New York Llfn Hfe. insurance pro1ram ·upeo
cialb' auii.ble for collep atudenta.

It's The

PlZZAHUT®

You can select from a wide variety of attraCtive pl&lll.
- hd becaull4f of your present age and occupation .. a
atudent, 7ou qualify for a low premium rate.

Wb7 not ret the facts on this reaaonab]y-prlced way .
·to provide YO¥l family with important protectioa ~d
allo provide yourself with a ready fund which you mq
aomeday UH for bUJini a houae or pttiq started bl a

baaJnm;

JOIN THE PIZZA
CORPS
today at

8426 N. Florida Ph. 935-0512
3405 E. HiHsborough - Ph. 238-1212
716 N. Dale Mabry - Ph. 877-1912

·-

REGGIE SEDITA
1100 Exchange Nat'I.
Bank Building

229-0461

)

Coiffure de Roma

MEMO FROM
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